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A b s t r a c t
The central goal of control engineering is to assure the robust stability and per­
formance for systems in the presence of uncertainties. This thesis deals w ith these 
fundam ental issues in three different frameworks. First, the robustness of uncer­
tain system s are discussed in the structured singular value /i framework. Paral­
lel algorithm s are developed which greatly facilitates robustness analysis. Second, 
the robust control problems are tackled in the Kharitonov framework. Efficient 
Algorithms have been developed for computing the  robust ^-stab ility  m argin for 
arb itrary  root domain V . This allows for a more sophisticated analysis of sys­
tem robustness. Finally, aimed at breaking through the barrier of NP hardness 
and reducing conservativeness, the robust control problems me considered in the 
probabilistic framework. Minimum computational effort for robust analysis with a 
certain degree of reliability is investigated and related sample sizes are derived. An 
interesting link between classic order statistics theory and robust control is estab­
lished. Moreover, the classic order statistics distribution theory is generalized to 
accomm odate discontinuous populations.
viii
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C h a p t e r  1 
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In m any disciplines of engineering it is often convenient, for the analysis and design 
purposes, to approximate the real behavior of physical systems by mathem atical 
models. For some applications, however, and in particular when one wishes to 
design a high performance controller, the  difference between the behavior of the 
mathem atical model and the physical system  can be crucial to the performance of 
the final design. The theory of robust control attem pts to take into account these 
inherent inaccuracies in the model, and provides systematic analysis and design 
techniques in the face of this “uncertainty” .
1 .1  H i s t o r i c a l  R e v i e w
Historically, robust control theory is formulated on the worst case deterministic 
paradigm. Based on this paradigm, two different frameworks have been developed. 
One is the structured singular value p  framework. The advantage of p  framework is 
its generality in dealing with arbitrary system  structure and uncertainty structure. 
The central issue is the computation of p. This is because the analysis of robust 
stability and performance with structured uncertainty boils down to the  problem 
of computing the supremum of the structured singular value over all frequencies 
[21, 53]. That is, / w  :=  supa,€R/i^ (M (jo ;)) where M (s) is the transfer function 
of the  generalized system and A  is a set of block structured uncertainties. Existing 
techniques aimed a t tightly bounding p  for each frequency and thus m ost of the 
computational effort is wasted. In this research work, we have developed a parallel
1
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frequency sweeping algorithm which computes the maximal structured singular value 
H without tightly bounding /z for each frequency and thus significantly reduce the 
computational complexity [18].
Another framework is the Kharitonov framework. The advantage of this frame­
work is tha t a  more general stability concept, namely, Instability , can be discussed. 
This allows for a more sophisticated analysis and design for uncertain systems. The 
central issue of this framework is the stability margin km- The drawback of con­
ventional techniques is its efficiency associated with frequency sweeping and domain 
splitting. In this research, we develop a sm art frequency sweeping strategy and 
domain splitting techniques which significantly improve the efficiency [19].
In recent years, research works in computational complexity show that many 
deterministic worst-case robust analysis and synthesis problems are NP hard, which 
means that the  exact analysis and synthesis of the corresponding robust control 
problems may be computational demanding [9, 46, 53]. Moreover, the deterministic 
worst-case robustness measures may be quite conservative due to overbounding of 
the system uncertainties. As pointed out by Khargonekar and Tikku in [33], the 
difficulties of deterministic worst-case robust control problems are inherent to the 
problem formulations and a major change of the paradigm is necessary. An alter­
native to the deterministic approach is the probabilistic approach which has been 
studied extensively by Stengel and co-workers, see for example, [39], [43], [35] and 
references therein. Aimed at breaking through the NP-hardness barrier and reduc­
ing the conservativeness of the deterministic robustness measures, the probabilistic 
approach has recently received a renewed attention in the work by Barmish and 
Lagoa [8], Barmish, Lagoa, and Tempo [6], Barmish and Polyak [7], Khargonekar 
and Tikku [33], Bai, Tempo, and Fu [5], Tempo, Bai, and Dabbene [45], Yoon and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Khargonekar [50], Zhu, Huang and Doyle [51], Chen and Zhou [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] 
and references therein.
In particular, Tempo, Bai and Dabbene [45] and Khargonekar and Tikku [33] 
have derived bounds for the num ber of samples required to  estimate the upper bound 
of a  quan tity  with a certain a priori specified accuracy and confidence. It is further 
shown th a t  this probabilistic approach for robust control analysis and synthesis has 
low complexity [33,45]. It should also be pointed out th a t the uncertain param eters 
do no t necessarily have to be random , they can be regarded as randomized variables 
as pointed out by Khargonekar and Tikku[33].
In general, an exact probabilistic robustness analysis or design is very hard  if 
not impossible. Therefore, the  probabilistic approach has been developed in  two 
different directions. One direction focuses on obtaining hard bounds so th a t certain 
property of the uncertain system holds with a given probability, see a discussion 
of this topic in [51]. For example, Barmish and Polyak [7] proposed the concept 
of value set predictor, though no probabilistic bound is derived; in another paper 
[8], Barm ish and Lagoa have given results on worst-case probability distributions 
for certain  types of robustness analysis problems. In general, obtaining a good hard 
bound requires more detailed m athem atical structure of the problems. For example, 
Barmish and Lagoa in [8] had m ade symmetric and nonincreasing assumptions on 
uncertain parameters. Another direction focuses on obtaining soft h o u n d s  [51], 
which m eans that with a certain confidence level, a property of the uncertain system  
holds w ith  a  certain probability. The way to get the soft bound is by doing Monte 
Carlo simulation. The beauty of this approach is th a t it can be applied to  any 
system  w ith complex structure and there is little growth in the computational cost 
with th e  number of parameters.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In this research work, the robust control problems are also considered in the 
probabilistic framework. Minimum computational effort for robust analysis with 
a certain degree of reliability is investigated and related sample sizes are derived. 
An interesting link between classic order statistics theory and robust control is 
established. Moreover, the classic order statistics distribution theory is generalized 
to accommodate discontinuous populations.
1 .2  D is s e r t a t io n  O u t l i n e
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the parallel algorithms 
for robust control in  the n  framework. Chapter 3 considers the robust control 
problems in the Kharitonov framework. Efficient techniques for com puting robust 
In stab ility  margin are developed. C hapter 4 and 5 study robustness issues in the 
probabilistic framework. Chapter 4 focuses on unconstrained problems while Chap­
ter 5 study constrained problems. C hapter 6 gives some concluding rem arks.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
C h a p t e r  2
P a r a l l e l  A l g o r it h m  f o r  M a x i m a l  
S t r u c t u r e d  S i n g u l a r  V a l u e
In this chapter, we have developed a parallel frequency sweeping algorithm which 
computes the maximal structured singular value /x without tightly bounding // for 
each frequency and thus significantly reduce the computational complexity.
It is well known that the analysis of robust stability and performance with 
structured uncertainty boils down to the problem of computing the supremum 
of the structured singular value over all frequencies [21, 53]. T hat is, \Lmax 
suPweR where M (s) is the transfer function of the generalized system
and A  is a  set of block structured uncertainties. Related to this problem are the in­
teresting approaches of Helmersson [28] and Lawrence, Tits and Dooren [34], where 
upper bounds for /z over a frequency interval are computed (see also the approximate, 
but computationally cheaper algorithm in Feron [25]). However, for the precise com­
putation of the maximal structured singular value Umax, the existing techniques fall 
into an unique format, that is, choose and grid a range of frequency, then compute fi 
for each frequency and find the maximum [2]. Since the exact computation is in gen­
eral impossible, /z is obtained for each frequency by tightly bounding. Sophisticated 
upper bounds and lower bounds have been derived for example in [4, 21, 23, 37] and 
techniques such as branch and bound [36] have been developed to  refine the bounds.
It is noted th a t the existing techniques for computing the maximal structured 
singular value lack of efficiency because of the tedious frequency sweeping. In 
this chapter, we investigate a sm art frequency sweeping strategy. More specifically,
5
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we apply branch and bound scheme to compute fi for N  > 1 frequencies in parallel. 
We introduce a powerful “pruning ” mechanism, which eliminates any branch w ith 
upper bound smaller than  ^  where p  is the maximum record of the lower bounds 
of all branches ever generated and e > 0 is the tolerance. The final p  is returned 
as the maximal structured singular value /W x- Since p  is the maximum record 
of the lower bounds obtained in all branches generated (no m atter belong to  the 
same frequency or not), it will increase much faster than  its counterpart in the 
conventional frequency sweeping algorithms. Note th a t the raise of p  results in  a 
significant number of branches to be pruned. Thus p  convergences quickly to  the 
maximal structured singular value fbnax-
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 discusses existing techniques for 
computing the maximal structured singular value. Section 2.2 presents our Parallel 
Frequency Sweeping Algorithm. An illustrative example is provided in Section 2.3.
2 .1  C o n v e n t i o n a l  F r e q u e n c y  S w e e p i n g
Most robustness analysis problems can be put in an M —A setup as shown in Figure 
2.1. Let M (s)  be a stable transfer matrix. Let A  be a set of block structured
Figure 2.1: Uncertain System
uncertainties as follows:
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where
A, 6 C n' xn\  6j G C , r , 6 R  
The structured singular value \i is defined as:
:=  ( m in ^ A  : d e t( /  — A/A) =  O})- 1 .
We consider the computation of
/W x :=  sup 
ugR
For the simplicity of notation, let M (uj) =  M (ju ) .  Then w  =  supw6R
In practice, it  is impossible to search fbnax over all frequencies. However, we can 
estimate /W x as follows.
Choose a range of frequency [u/{, u/u] E R  and grid it as
> =  1,..-,ATA- (2 .1)
where N  > 2 and K  > 1 are integers (In practice, gridding is usually based on 
the logarithmic scale. However, in this chapter, we use uniform  gridding for the 
simplicity of description). Then an estimate for /W x  can be defined as
/Wx := max iiA (Af(ta/y))-
J— A
Define the (maximum positive real eigenvalue) function Ar  : C nxn —* R  as 
Ar (M )  :=  max{A : A is a  positive real eigenvalue of M }
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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with Ar (M )  =  0 if M  has no positive real eigenvalues. Let B A  :=  {A E A  : 
a (A) <  1}. Then
Ma (-M) =  Afl(MA).
Let Q  C B A . Define /x on a box [36]
/x(M, Q ) :=  m ax AR(MA).
There exist techniques in [36] for computing an upper bound U B (M ,Q )  and a lower 
bound L B (M , Q) for fi(M, Q). Thus a branch and bound scheme can be applied to 
compute i i^ (M )  with parameter space B A .
To the best of our knowledge, no effort in the existing literature has been devoted 
to exploit a  sm art frequency sweeping strategy. Existing techniques work essentially 
as follows.
For j  =  1, - - •, N K ,  apply the following Algorithm 1 to compute an upper bound 
U B 3 and a  lower bound LB 3 for such that U B 3 — L B 3 < e. Then flmax
satisfies
max L B 3 < / w x  <  max U B 3
j = l , - , N K  ~  ~  j= l ,  - ,N K
where
max UB3 — max LB 3 <  e.
j = \ , - , N K  j = l , - , N K  ~
A lgor ith m  1 —  Branch and B ou n d  ([36])
Initialize Let llj  =  {CJt} =  B A .
Let
UB3 =  mrnc UB{M{u}j),Qk),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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L B j  =  m a x L B (M (u j ) ,Q k). (2.2)
while U —  LB^ > e
•  Choose Q  to be any element of Uj with UB(M{ojj),Q) =  UB^.
•  Partition  Q into Qa and Qb by bisecting along one of its longest edges.
•  Add Qa and Qb into Uj. Remove Q  from Uj.
•  Remove from Uj any Q with
UB{M{uj) ,  Q) < L B j . (2.3)
endwhile
The most important mechanism of Algorithm 1 is “pruning” [36]. That is, any 
element of Uj for which (2.3) is satisfied will never again be partitioned and need 
not be considered further. We call inequality (2.3) as the “pruning condition” .
We can see that existing techniques for computing pmax employ branch and 
bound techniques for each frequency independently. In particular, the pruning pro­
cess for one frequency is independent of another. is bounded tightly for
each frequency. Note that we usually need to evaluate for many frequencies
in order to obtain a reasonably good estimate of the maximal structured singular
value Umax- Thus the overall com putation is still a heavy burden, even though the
com putation of /x^(M) for each frequency is very efficient.
Thus for the sake of efficiency, there is a strong motivation to develop a smart 
frequency sweeping strategy. More specifically, we would raise the following ques­
tion:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Is it possible to obtain the maximal structured singular value Umax without tightly 
bounding f-L&L(M(uij)) fo r  each frequency uij?
The following section is devoted to answering this question.
2 .2  P a r a l l e l  F r e q u e n c y  S w e e p i n g  A l g o r i t h m
It is fair to compare the performance of different algorithms on the same set of 
frequencies. Therefore, we consider again frequencies ujj, j  =  1, * * -, N K  defined 
by (2.1) and relabel them  as
, {<JJU -  -  1) , (UJU -  UJl){j -  1) , *r - ,Uij u t -\----------- —----------- 1---------- ——-------- , 1 = 3 =  1 , - ,K .
Now we are in a good position to present our Parallel Frequency Sweeping Algorithm 
as follows.
A lg o rith m  2 —  P a ra l le l  F req u en cy  S w eep ing  A lg o rith m
• Step 1: Initialize. Set j  =  1. Set p. =  0. Set tolerance e >  0. Set maximal 
iteration number IT .
•  Step 2: Update p  and record the num ber of iterations r( j)  for frequency uiij 
by the following steps.
— Step 2-1: Let Uij =  {Qfc} =  B A , i  =  1, • • •, N . Set r  =  1.
— Step 2-2: If r  =  I T + 1  or Uij is em pty for any i €  {1, • - •, N }  then  record 
r (j) =  r  and go to Step 3, else do the following for all i  such th a t Uij is 
not empty.
* Choose Q  to be any element of Uij with
UB(M(wtj), Q) =  max UB(M(uij), Qk).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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* Partition  Q into Qa and  Qb by bisecting along one of its longest 
edges.
* Add Qa and Qb into liij. Remove Q from Uij-
* Update
p = m ax{p, L B (M (u ij) ,Q a), LB{M {u}ij),Qb)}. (2.4)
* Remove from lUj any Q  with
U B ^ M ^ Q )  < (2.5)
— Step 2-3: Set r =  r  +  1 and go to Step 2-2.
•  Step 3: If j  =  K  then STOP, else set j  =  j  -f 1 and go to Step 2.
In Algorithm 2, N  branches of frequency sweeping are performed in parallel 
with starting  frequencies uin, i  =  I, - ■ ■, N  and step size ■ Also, a  branch and 
bound scheme is applied to compute p. for N  frequencies in parallel. Any branch 
with upper bound smaller than ^  will be pruned, where p  is the maximum record 
of the lower bounds of all branches ever generated. The final p. is returned as the 
maximal structured singular value fimax- Algorithm 2 is visualized in the following 
Figure 2.2 for the case of N  =  3, K  =  4.
R em ark 2.1 Note that Algorithm 2 provides a substantial improvement on effi­
ciency over existing algorithms in computing the maximal structured singular value. 
This can be explained by the significant relaxation in the “pruning condition” of Al­
gorithm  2. To see the difference o f the two “pruning conditions”, we can compare
the right hand sides o f inequalities (2.5) and (2.3). By (2.4) and (2.2), we can see













/ \  l \  
□ □ □ □




Figure 2.2: A Picture of Parallel Frequency Sweeping Algorithm
that can be much larger than LB *. This is because p  is the maximum record 
of the lower bounds obtained in all branches of all frequencies evaluated and being 
evaluated, while LB* is only the maximum record o f the lower bounds obtained in 
branches o f the frequency being evaluated. Moreover, p. is enlarged to in the 
“pruning condition” (2.5) and hence the “pruning” process is further facilitated. 
The significant relaxation o f the ‘pruning condition” leads to a substantial decrease 
of the number o f total subdomains needed to be evaluated. Therefore, our algorithm  
is much more efficient than those previously available to control engineers.
R e m a rk  2.2 It is important to note that Algorithm 2 involves only one CPU pro­
cessor. I t  is fundamentally different from  the parallel algorithms which involves more 
than one CPU processors.
R e m a rk  2.3 A substantial amount o f computation can be saved by the following 
mechanisms. First, further computation of the lower bound on a domain is not 
needed once it is determined that the lower bound is smaller than the existing global
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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lower bound. This can be seen from  equation (2.4)- Second, the computation o f the 
upper bound should be terminated once condition (2.5) is satisfied. The idea o f these 
two mechanisms is to avoid as much as possible the tightly computation o f the lower 
bound and the upper bound.
In addition to the novel frequency sweeping strategy, another character of Al­
gorithm 2 is that there is no tolerance criteria directly enforced on the final result, 
however, the final result falls in to  tolerance automatically.
T h e o re m  2.1 Suppose that the maximal iteration number I T  < oo and that Algo­
rithm  2 stops with r ( j ) <  IT , j  =  1, • • •, K . Then the final p  satisfies
0 <  IhnZ L lA  <  e .
P m a x
P r o o f .  Since p  is the maximal record of the lower bounds, we have pmax — P >  0. 
We only need to show that <  e. By the assumption that Algorithm 2 stopsf+mcxx
with r ( j)  < IT , j  =  1, • - - ,  K , we know that all subdomains ever generated are 
finally removed because the “pruning condition” (2.5) is satisfied. Note th a t there 
exists a  subdomain Qij for frequency Uij such th a t p(M (ujij),Q ij) = pmax- Let 
p  =  p  when Qij is removed. T hen pmax <  U B ( M {uiij), Q ij) <  r ^ - .  Note th a t p  is 
nondecreasing thus the final p >  p .  It follows th a t
The proof is thus completed.
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Note tha t one im portant concern of an algorithm is convergence. I t is usually 
desirable that, given any tolerance e >  0, an algorithm stops and returns the re­
sult within tolerance in a  finite number of iterations. Obviously, the convergence 
requirement imposes condition on the quality of bounds.
D efin ition  2.1 The upper bound U B (M ,.) and lower bound L B (M ,.)  are said to 
be continuous i f
j(UmoU B (M ,Q ) -  L B (M ,Q ) =  0 
where d(Q) :=  max?rq'&Q ||?  — g || with Q C B A .
T heorem  2.2 Suppose that all the upper bounds and lower bounds are continuous 
and that there is at least one nonzero lower bound appears after a fin ite  number of 
iterations. Let the maximal iteration number I T  =  oo. Then, fo r  arbitrary tolerance 
e >  0 , Algorithm  2 stops with a finite number o f domain partitions fo r  each j ,  i.e., 
r ( j)  <  oo, j  = 1, - • ■, K . Moreover, the final p. satisfies
0 <  <  e.
Mmol
P r o o f . Suppose th a t Algorithm 2 does not stop with a finite number of domain 
partitions for each j .  Then 3 uiij and an infinite sequence of nested subdomains 
{Qrj } associated with frequency a such th a t Qxf  D Qlf  D —  D Qff D - • Note 
tha t by the assumption 3 r0 <  oo, > 0 such that p > pQ, Vr >  r 0. By the 
continuity, 3r^ such th a t
'!) -  L B (M (u ,,) ,Q ? ) < Vr >  n .
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Let r 2 =  m ax{r0, n }  +  1. Then
U B m v i j l Q * )  -  £B(Af(a,y),Q;g < j - ^ o -
Thus V Q ? z+l) -  A <  i t ; *  = >  U B (M (Uii),Q% +l) < £  which 
implies th a t Q^+i is removed. This is a contradiction. Therefore Algorithm 2 
stops w ith a  finite number of dom ain partitions for each j  and  hence by the same 
argum ent as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have 0 <  <  e. The proof is
/h n o x  r
thus completed. □
2 .3  A n  I l l u s t r a t i v e  E x a m p l e
Our com putational experience shows that Algorithm 2 provides a significant im­
provement over the conventional algorithms for most control problems. Moreover, 
the improvement depends on the problems and can be arbitrarily  good.
Consider an M  — A set up as shown in Figure 2.1 where A  =  diag(6i, 82) G R 2x2 
and M (s ) =  C (s l  — A)~lB  w ith
“ ‘ ’
- 1 -1 0 - 1 10 1 0
-0 .5 - 1 1 0.5 0 0 -0 .5 0 0 0
, B  = , C  =
0.5 - 4 - 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 .5
-1 0 0.5 0 -2 .5 0 1
. .
The original domain for each frequency is B A  =  [—1,1] x [—1,1]. The upper bound 
and lower bound of n on B A  is shown in Figures 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. We
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can see that for most of the frequencies the upper bound and lower bound are far 
apart and thus the importance of branch and bound techniques is obvious.
To compute the supremum of /z, we uniformly grid frequency band [0.01, 15.01] 
and obtain 1,500 grid frequencies as
(jj =  o.o iy , j  =  i ,  • • •, 1500.
In Algorithm 2, we choose the relative error e =  0.01 and N  =  30, K  =  50. The 
1,500 frequencies are regrouped as
ujij =  0.01 +  0.2(i -  1) +  0.010' -  1), t =  1, • • •, 30; i  =  l , - - - , 50 .
We ran the program in Sun Spark 10 workstation. The running time is 83 seconds. 
The to ta l number of domains evaluated is 1,570. We obtained ft =  0.6952 which is 
achieved at frequency cj2o,i8 =  9.78. By Theorem 2.1, we can concluded that
Umax — ft eft 0.01 x 0.69520 <  <  e ^  0 <  / w  -  ft < —^  =  — --- — —  «  0.007.
fJ'm .ax 1 £ 1 0.01
To compare the performance of the conventional algorithm with th a t of Algo­
rithm  2, it is fair to choose the tolerance e =  0.007 in Algorithm 1. We also ran the 
program in Sim Spark 10 workstation. The running time is about 6 hours. The total 
number of domains evaluated is 11,208. We obtained ft =  0.6954 which is achieved 
a t frequency 0 ^ 7 8 3  =  9.783. Therefore, Algorithm 2 has a speed-up of 260 over the 
conventional algorithm. Moreover, the number of domains evaluated in Algorithm 2 
is only a small fraction (which is «  0.13) of that of the conventional algorithm.











Figure 2.4: \i Upper Bound (dashed) and Lower Bound (solid) on B A
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Figure 2.6: n  Upper Bound (dashed) and  Lower Bound (solid) on B A





Figure 2.7: n  Upper Bound (dashed) and Lower Bound (solid) on B A
The number of domains evaluated in Algorithm 2 and the conventional one for each 
frequency is shown respectively in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.
We can see tha t Algorithm 2 provides much superior performance than the con­
ventional algorithms. The improvement comes from the characteristic pruning mech­
anism in Algorithm 2. More formally, we describe the pruning process in Algorithm 
2 as follows.
Let a record of global lower bound be denoted as (L, u )  where L  is the value 
of the global lower bound achieved by frequency cu. Let Qij C  B A  be a domain 
associated w ith  frequency When is eliminated, i.e., UB(M(uji j) ,Qij)  <  ^  
is satisfied, there are only three cases as follows.
•  Case (i): Uij < u . We call the elimination as Backward Pruning.
•  Case (ii): u/y >  u;. We call the elimination as Forward Pruning.
•  Case (iii): uUj =  ou. We call the elimination as Present Pruning.











Figure 2.9: Domains Evaluated in the Conventional Algorithm
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All the above three types of pruning processes play important roles in Algorithm 
2. However, there is only Present Pruning in  the conventional a lg o r ith m . There­
fore, Algorithm 2 has a  much more powerful pruning m echan ism  and is much more 
efficient.
In this example, we have 24 records which are shown in Figure 2.10, where 
the vertical coordinate represents the record value and the horizontal coordinate 
represents the frequency achieving it. Two consequent records are connected by 
dashed line. The effectiveness of the three types of pruning processes are shown 
respectively in Figures 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13, where the vertical coordinate represents 
the number of domains eliminated by the record and the horizontal coordinate 
represents the record index.








Figure 2.10: Evolution of the Global Lower Bound






Figure 2.11: Backward Pruning
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C h a p t e r  3
F a s t  A l g o r i t h m s  f o r  R o b u s t  
T>- S t a b i l i t y  M a r g i n
In C hapter 2 we have considered the robust stability problems in the [i framework. 
In th is Chapter, we consider a  more general concept of robust stability. In particular, 
we study the computation of robust Z>-stability margin km, which equals to  ^ for 
the special case when the root domain V  is defined as the open left half complex 
plane.
In this Chapter we considers the robust in stab ility  margin problem under poly- 
nomic structured real parametric uncertainty. Based on the work of de G aston and 
Safonov (1988), we have developed techniques such as, a parallel frequency sweeping 
strategy, different domain splitting schemes, which significantly reduce the compu­
tational complexity and guarantee the convergence.
Robustness of control systems has been one of the central issues in the control 
community in the last two decades. Most of the research efforts have been devoted 
to the n  framework[2, 3, 21, 36, 53] and the Kharitonov framework[4, 31, 44]. One 
of the  well studied robustness analysis problem is the computation of robust sta­
bility margin under polynomic structured real parametric uncertainty. A number 
of different approaches have been proposed in  the Kharitonov framework aim ing at 
the nonconservative computation of the robust stability margin. Among these, we 
recall the geometric programming methods [49], the algorithm based on the  Routh 
table [42], and the domain splitting approach [26] based on the Zero Exclusion 
Condition[24]. In general, the algorithms in [42, 49] is more efficient than  the al-
24
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gorithm  in [26]. The m ain reason is th a t the algorithms in [42, 49] are essentially 
based on the Routh-Hurwitz criterion and thus only finite conditions need to be 
evaluated, while the algorithm  in [26] is based on the Zero Exclusion Condition and 
thus a  frequency sweeping is essential.
Even though a frequency sweeping is a  necessity, an algorithm  based on the 
Zero Exclusion Condition has its particular advantage when dealing with robust 
D -stability problems. For example [4], for high order control systems, a  typical 
specification might be as follows: The closed loop polynomials should have a pair 
of “dominant roots” in disks of given radius e > 0 centered a t  =  —u  ±  jv ,  
and all remaining roots having real part less than  —a  with a  > 0 (See Figure 3.1, 
where zi €  D 1? z2 £  ^ 2 , D =  V \ IJD 2 U ^ ) -  Then, a robust Testability margin 
problem can be defined as follows: W hat is the m axim um  perturbation of plant 
param eters such th a t the roots of the closed loop polynomial rem ain robustly in 
D  =  {z  6  C  : \z — zi\ < e}\J{z 6  C  : \z — z2\ <  e}U{-z €  C  : 3?(z) <  <r}? 
Since the root region D  can be defined as a union of disjoint open subsets with 
complicated boundary in the complex plane, the robust D -stability problems can 
not be solved, in general, by existing results in the n  framework or the algorithms in 
[42, 49] which are based on the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. For special cases th a t D  is 
simply connected and is defined via the Nyquist curve of certain rational polynomials 
m  =  the robust D-stability problem of p(s) may be reduced to the robust 
stability problem of polynomial p(s) = p (f(s )) .(h (s ))nh where nh is the degree of 
polynomial h(s) and then  the algorithms in [42, 49] may be applied. However, the 
complexity is increased substantially because the coefficients of p(s) may be complex 
and the degree of p(s) is ng times of the degree of p(s) where n g is the degree of 
polynomial g(s) [41].
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Figure 3.1: Robust D-St ability
The advantage of an algorithm based on the Zero Exclusion Condition is that 
it can be applied to the robust 'D-stability problem with arbitrary complicated root 
region D. W hat we only need to do is to  verify whether the Zero Exclusion Condition 
is satisfied for all boundary point of D. Note that we usually need to evaluate 
the Zero Exclusion Condition for many boundary points of D  to come up with 
a reasonably accurate solution. Therefore, there is strong motivation to develop 
efficient algorithms based on the Zero Exclusion Condition to tackle the robust 
D-stability problems.
The algorithm proposed by de Gaston and Safonov [26] is based on the Zero Ex­
clusion Condition and thus can be applied to the general robust D-stability problem. 
However, there are two problems with th a t algorithm.
First of all, it is noted that the convergence of the algorithm in [26] was concluded 
upon an impractical assumption. T hat is, a domain can be divided fine enough to 
converge to a point (see [26] line 40 — 53 of page 156 in the proof of the Convergence
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Theorem). However, to satisfied this assumption, the computational complexity 
may be unacceptably high. In this chapter, we have shown that it is sufficient to 
guarantee the convergence in computing the stability margin by guaranteeing that 
the distance between critical vertices converge to 0. Therefore, it is not necessary 
to divide a subdom ain so many times to collapse it to a point. In contrast, what we 
need is to make the critical vertices crunch together. Thus, the computation can be 
reduced greatly. We provide two splitting schemes which guarantee this.
Another problem with the algorithm in [26] is its inefficiency. One main hur­
dle is its tedious frequency sweeping. Consider a family of uncertain polynomials 
p(s, q), q e  Q where Q  is the set of uncertain parameters. Let Q) =  sup {A; :
0 £ p(juj, kQ )}  where p (ju ,k Q ) is the value set associated with frequency u> and 
perturbation bound k. The algorithms in [26] compute km{u}, Q) exactly for each 
frequency u  and compare to find the minimum as the stability margin. To the best 
of our knowledge, all frequency sweeping techniques in the literature follow this 
format.
In this chapter, we investigate a sm art frequency sweeping strategy. We compute 
kjn for 7v > 1 frequencies in parallel. Domain splitting is also performed in parallel 
at each iteration level. Information is exchanged among all subdomains to  determine 
which subdomain for which frequency should be eliminated from further consider­
ation without obtaining the exact value of km. The stability margin is achieved as 
the m inim um  record of the upper bounds of all the subdom ains ever generated. The 
convergence rate is much faster them th a t of [26].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduce the robust Instability 
problem and the work of de Gaston and Safonov [26]. Section 3.2 discusses the 
Convergence Theorem of [26] and different domain splitting schemes. Section 3.3
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presents our Parallel Frequency Sweeping Algorithm. An illustrative example is 
given in Section 3.4.
3 .1  P r e l i m i n a r y
It is well known th a t th e  stability problem of an MIMO system  can be reduced to 
the study of the root location of a related polynomial [4, 12]. We consider a family 
of polynomials p(s, q) o f degree ra whose coefficients Oi(q) are continuous functions 
of ^-dimensional vector of real uncertain parameters q, each bounded in the interval 
[qZ,qt\- More formally, we define
P( s ,  q) : =  a0(q) -1- ai(q)s +  a2(q)s2 H 1- an(q)sn
where q :=  (<7i, - • -, qe) and  the hypercube Q := {q : q~ < qi < q f , i  =  1 ,--- ,£ }  
with the nominal param eter q° E Q.
3 .1 .1  R o b u s t  I n s t a b i l i t y  M a r g in
D e fin itio n  3.1 Let 2? be an open region in the complex plane and take p(s) to be a 
fixed polynomial. Then p(s) is said to be V-stable i f  all its roots lie in the region T>.
D e fin itio n  3.2 A fam ily  o f polynomials V  =  (p(., q) : q E Q } is said to be robustly 
V-stable if, fo r  all q €  Q, p (s ,q ) is stable; i.e., all roots o f p(s, q) lie in Z>. For 
special case when T> is the open left half plane, V  is simply said to be robustly stable.
Let Q Q Q. Define value set p(z, Q) C C  by p (z , Q ) :=  {p(z, q) : q E Q}. Define 
kQ := {k(q  — q°) +  q° : q E Q}. The Zero Exclusion Condition is stated as follows.
T h e o re m  3.1 ([24]) The polynomial p{s,q) is robustly T>-stable for all q €  Q i f  
and only i f  p{s, q) is stable fo r  some q e  Q and 0 ^  p(z, Q ) fo r  all z  E dT>.
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Let P i ,  P 2 , • • • ,P jv  be disjoint open subsets of the complex plane and suppose 
V  =  {p(., q) : q G Q} is a  family of polynomials w ith invariant degree. For each 
q G Q  and i G {1, - - *, IV}, let ni(q) denote the number of roots of p(s, q) in Pi- 
Finally, assume that p(s, q°) has no roots on the boundary of P  =  P i  (J ̂ 2  U • * * Pat* 
Then each of the root indices n^(g) remains invariant over Q if and only if the Zero 
Exclusion Condition 0 ^  p(z, Q) is satisfied for all points on 9D.
D e fin itio n  3.3 Suppose P  is an open subset o f the complex plane with boundary 
dV . Then, given an interval I  C R, a mapping <$£> : I  —*• dD  is said to be a boundary 
sweeping function fo r  P  i f  <I>x> is continuous and onto; i.e., 3>x> is continuous and 
fo r each point z  G dD, there is some 8 € I  such that $-0 (6 ) =  z. The scalar 8 is 
called a generalized frequency variable fo r  P .
Let km(8,Q) :=  sup {A; : 0 ^  p($t>(8), kQ )}. The robust P-stability margin 
kmax is given by kmax =  inf*e/  km(8, Q). In general, when P  =  \J ^ V i  where P t, I =  
1 , • • •, N  are disjointed open subsets in the complex plane, we can define N  boundary 
sweeping functions : Ii —► &Di, I =  1 , - • •, N  respectively. Then the robust P -  
stability margin is given by
k m a x  =  i=m in^ in f k m ( 8 ,  Q ) .
3 .1 .2  D o m a in  S p l i t t i n g  A l g o r it h m s
It is noted that the analysis of robustness under polynomic structured real para­
metric uncertainty can be converted into a  simpler analysis problem dealing with 
m ultilinear structured uncertainty [40, 38].
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D e fin itio n  3.4 An uncertain polynomial p(s, q) =  H ”= 0  “*(q)s' sa*d to have a
multi-linear uncertainty structure i f  each of the coefficient functions a*(g) is multi­
linear. That is, if  all but one component of the vector is fixed, then a*(g) is affine 
linear in the remaining component o f q. More generally, p(s, q) is said to have a 
polynomic uncertainty structure i f  each of the coefficient functions a,(g) is a multi- 
variable polynomial in the components of q.
In general, there exists no analytic solution for computing exactly kmax. However, 
the following Mapping Theorem can be applied to obtain a lower bound for Q) 
for a family of polynomials of multi-linear uncertainty structure.
T h e o re m  3.2 ([52]) Suppose an uncertain polynomial p(s,q) has a multi-linear 
uncertainty structure. Then
conv p(z, Q) =  conv {p (z ,kl ),p (z,q2), • • - ,p (z ,q 2‘)}, Vz € &D
where conv denotes the convex hull and q1, - ■ ■ ,q2‘ denotes the 2l vertices o f the 
hypercube Q.
Let ki(S,Q) := min{A; : 0 €  conv p($v (6), kQ )}. Then by the Mapping Theo­
rem, hi is a  lower bound, i.e., fcz <  fcm.
D e fin itio n  3.5 ([26]) Critical vertices are those adjacent extreme points M a,M p  
of conv p(z, kiQ) such that 0 £  conv {M a, Mp}.
D e fin itio n  3.6 ([26]) m {a, f3) is the number of differing coordinates o f two vertices 
qa, q& that are mapped by p (z , .) to Ma, Mp, respectively.
It follows from the Mapping Theorem that hi =  km for m (a, (3) = 0 ,  1 . For 
m (a, (3) > 2 , a vertex path is defined as follows.
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D efin ition 3.7 ([26])
A vertex path is any path between critical vertices Ma, M t? consisting o f m {a, (3) 
straight-line segments defined by p(z , .) as q progresses from qa to q& along the edges 
of the hypercube Q.
Define
ku(6, Q ) : =  inf{fc : At least one of the vertex paths of
conv kQ) intercepts the orgion}.
It is shown in [26] th a t is an upper bound, i.e., km < ku.
In general, it is im practical to compute kmax over all frequencies. The techniques 
developed in [26, 38, 40] work essentially as follows.
Choose a range of frequency [£t, 6 U] C /  and grid it as
Uj .— , J  17 , Thj-Tlc (3-1)
Ur7lc
where nr > 2 , nc > 1  a re  integers (In practice, gridding is usually based on the log­
arithmic scale. However, in this chapter, we use uniform gridding for the simplicity 
of description.). Apply Algorithm 1 to  compute an upper bound k3u and  a lower
fj
bound kf for km(Sj, Q) such that " ■ L <  e, j  = 1, • • •, nrnc. Then an estim ate of 
kmax can be defined as
kmax -=  . min km(,5ji Q)
J = l ,—,nr nc
which satisfies
min kj < kmax < . max kPu
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with
maxJ=1,.-.,w, We k j  -  m i i ip i , . . . ,^  k{ 
niini= i,...>nrne k{
A lgorith m  1 [26]—  C om p u tin g  km(6, Q)
•  Step 1 : Determine lower bound on km. Designate the initial uncertain param­
eter domain, the n-dimensional hypercube Q, as Q n.
•  Step 2: Determine upper bound on km.
•  Step 3: Iterate to converge lower and upper bounds to km. Establish an 
iterative procedure with counter r  =  1 , 2 ,3, -. For each iteration perform 
the following operations on subdomains Qrp where p represents the number of 
subdomains left in consideration after the r th  iteration.
•  Step 3-1: Increment r , i.e., r  =  r  +  1 .
•  Step 3-2: Make orthogonal cuts midway on the longer edges of each subdomain 
Qrw, w =  I, ■ ■ ■ ,p  in order th a t all edge length ratios remain within a factor 
of 2  of each other. Designate these two subdomains as Qrw and  Qr(w+p) -
•  Step 3-3: Obtain kirvi :=  ki{6,Qrw ) and kir(w+p) :=  kt(S, Qr(w+p)) via Step 1 . 
(Note: See [26] for handling exceptions).
•  Step 3-4: Obtain kUrui :=  ku(6,Qrvj) and fcUr(tu+p) :=  ku(S, QT(W+V)) via Step 1 . 
(Note: See [26] for handling exceptions).
•  Step 3-5: Repeat Steps 3-2 to 3-4 for each w  =  1 , • • *, p.
•  Step 3-6: Define
klr :=  min{k lrl, klr2, • - -, fc,r(2p)}
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and
^ t l r  := =  & U r2J '  " '  J ^T tr(2 j> )J ^ “ r - 1  }
and er =  -û ~*'r . (Note: It is shown in [26] tha t A:^_t < klr < < kUr <
^Ur-l 0
• Step 3-7: Eliminate from further consideration all subdomains Qrw, w =  
1 , • - -, 2 p, whose associated >  fcur . Designate the number so eliminated as 
u and define a new p =  2 p — u.
•  Step 3-8: Repeat Steps 3-1 to 3-8 until ktr —*• km. The stop criteria is tha t er 
is less than a chosen tolerance e > 0 .
R e m a rk  3.1 In the above conventional frequency sweeping algorithm, the most im ­
portant mechanism which impacts the efficiency is the elimination of subdomains 
whose lower bound greater than the minimum record o f the upper bounds o f all sub- 
domains o f the frequency being evaluated. This mechanism is implemented in Step 
3-7. Since the minimum record o f the upper bounds kUr is obtained among subdo­
mains fo r  the frequency being evaluated only, the elimination processes fo r  different 
frequencies are independent.
3 .2  D o m a in  S p l i t t i n g  a n d  C o n v e r g e n c e
One of the most im portant requirement of an algorithm is its convergence. For 
example, for the above algorithm , it is expected that given any tolerance e >  0 , the 
above algorithm stops a t finite iteration, i.e., r  <  oo for each frequency. In this 
section, we investigate how a  dom ain splitting can affect the  convergence.
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3 .2 .1  A n  Im p r a c t ic a l  A s s u m p t i o n
The convergence of the  above algorithm was addressed in [26, 27] and a  Convergence 
Theorem was proposed. However, in the proof of the Convergence Theorem[26], the 
convergence was concluded upon the assumption th a t each subdomain converges to 
a single point by subdivisions (see [26], lines 40 — 53 of page 162). In another paper 
[40], the convergence was also concluded by assuming that a  subdom ain is divided 
fine enough (see the last paragraph in page 767 of [40]). In fact, such an assumption 
is in general im practical to be satisfied. This is because the com putation is usually 
very high to divide a domain fine enough to collapse it to a point.
In the above algorithm, the criteria adopted in splitting a domain is to “make 
orthogonal cut midway on the larger edges” . It is also addressed in [27, 40] that 
a splitting of a dom ain should be made in a way guaranteeing two critical vertices 
remained in different subdomains. In general, there is more than one way to satisfy 
these two criteria. We would like to note that, in general, a  splitting scheme which 
just consists of these two criteria is not sufficient to obtain a sequence of lower bounds 
(or upper bounds) converging to or a sequence of subdomains converging to a 
single point in R /.
For example, consider a hypercube Q =  {q G R 5 : <7, £  [0 . 1 ], i  =  1 , - • •, 5}. Let 
Qi =  Q. Based on the above two criteria, Qr can be splitted as Qr+i and Qr+l with 
Q t + i) =  km(8, Q ) a t the r-th  splitting, r  =  1 , 2 , • • -. We can not exclude the 
possibility that there exists rc < oo such that the following are true.
•  Critical vertices differ in coordinates qi, q2 , <7 3 , <74 for r  >  rc.
•  Coordinates qi, qi are cut in round robin order for r  >  r c.
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Finally, we will end up with a  degenerate hypercube, with <7 1 , g2» Qs being 
constants and  <7 3 , varying w ithin intervals, i.e., a  planar “box” . Because <7 3 , <74 
can vary in intervals, it is possible tha t there is a  gap between the upper bound k .̂ 
and the lower bound fcj, i.e., 3u > 0  such that k^ — k i>  v.
Therefore, it is important to raise the following question:
What kind, o f splitting guarantees the convergence?
3 .2 .2  G u a r a n t e e d  C r it i c a l  V e r t ic e s  D is t a n c e  
C o n v e r g e n c e
Consider a hypercube Q =  {q G R e : qi €  [gtr , <7*], i  =  1, - * •, i} . Define a sequence 
(finite or infinite) of domains {Qr } iteratively as follows.
• Step 1: Let Qi = Q . Let r =  1.
• Step 2: If the critical vertices of domain Qr, denoted by qa'  and q&T, differ in no 
more than  one coordinates then the iteration process is terminated, otherwise 
choose i* G Ur :=  {i : q fr ^  q f'}  and designate either {q e  Qr : <  
qu < max{?“; r, gf;r}} or {q G Qr : m infgf^, gf;r > <  qu < ^ r-̂  r } as Qr+1.
• Step 3: Set r  =  r  +  1. Go to Step 2.
In general, there are more than one way to choose i* G Ur. Let Qr =  {g G R ' : 
qi G [g“r , q*r], i =  1, • • •, £}, we can define a splitting scheme as follows.
D efin ition  3 .8  A maximal-cut is a partition o f Qr as above by choosing i+ G Ur 
such that
qt,r -  QZ,r =  max qtr -  q~r.
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A nother splitting scheme adopted in [27] was tha t the cut should be made over the 
coordinate that has been subdivided the least number of times. More formally, we 
define a fair-cut scheme as follows.
D e fin itio n  3.9 A fair-cut is a partition o f Qr as above by choosing i* E Ur such 
that
=  m in» — I U 1U  r  ~ .
C , r  -  Q i„ r C r - f c , r
Now we discuss the properties of the above two domain splitting schemes.
T h e o re m  3.3 Let {Qr } be a sequence o f domains generated as above by applying 
the maximal-cut scheme in  each splitting. Then, we have that either {Qr } is a finite  
sequence, i.e., 3r0  <  oo such that the critical vertices o f Qro differ in no more than 
one coordinates, or {Qr} is an infinite sequence such that
Um |W M « ) ,9 “')  - P O M * ) , / ') ! !  =  0
and
lim ki{6,Qr) =  lim ku(8,Q r) =  lim km(6,Qr).
r —*oo r—*oo r-*oo v /
Moreover, the same result follows if  {Qr} is a sequence o f domains generated as 
above by applying the fair-cut scheme in each splitting.
P r o o f . We only need to  consider the case that {Q r}  is an infinite sequence. De­
compose the coordinates index set T  =  {1, - * -, £} as X =  Z / (JXoo where
I f  = {i E l : [<&", </*] is divided finite many times}
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and
Too =  {i G I : [g“ , g+] is divided infinite many times}.
Obviously, lim r _ 0 0  ||^0[r — qPr\\ =  0  for the case tha t X f =  <j>. We only need to 
consider the case th a t Xf ^  <j>, ^  0 . Note that 3rx >  0 such th a t qfr =
9iTn» ? t> = C n »  V i e Z >, V r > r x. Define
Then
min -  q =  C >  0, Vr >  n -i€x/
Note tha t 3 r 2 >  0 such that
?,> -  ?,> <  C. Vz’ €  ^oo, Vr >  r 2-
We claim that Ur C\Xf = <f>, Vr >  m ax{r1; r 2}. In fact, if this is not the case, then 
3i* E UT C\Xf such th a t
Q t , r  ~  C ,r  =  ~ % r > Q
because qfT — q~r <  C, Vi €  Hr fl^oo- It follows that Qr is splitted as Qr+1 and Q'r+l 
by dividing interval [ q ^  ftt.r], which contradicts to =  q£r i, q~r =  g"r i , Vi € 
Xf,  Vr >  rx- Thus, the claim is true and it follows that
ll?Qr “  II2 =  £  (?fr ~  <lt)2 <  X ) (9.>-i ~  9 i , r — 1)2> Vr >  m axfrj, r 2>.
x'GZoo >GZoo
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Therefore, lim r _ 0 0  ||gQr — q&T\\ =  0. Since p(z, q) is a  continuous function of q, it 
follows th a t lim r _ 0 0  ||p($x>(£), qar) — p ($ n ( 6 ), Q^)\\ =  0 - By the definition of ki and 
ku, we have
lim ki(6,Qr) =  lim fcu(6 , Qr) =  lim  Qr ).
r —♦ oo v /  r —*oo r —*0 0
Similarly, to show that the same result follows if {Qr } is a  sequence of domains 
generated as above by applying the fair-cut scheme in  each splitting, we only need 
to consider the case that Xf ^  0, T0 0  #  0. Note th a t 3r3  >  0 such tha t q^r =  
?,>3> %r =  Vi G Vr >  r 3 - Define




Note th a t 3 r 4  >  0 such that
— q-max -4  zr = n s < oo, Vr >  r 3.
> w „  ViGJoo, Vr >  r 4.
We claim th a t UrC\Xf = <f>, Vr >  max{r3, r4}. In fact, if this is not the case, then 
3i* (E lir C\Xf such that
9i, •_ Qi Qi „ =  nun —------— <? ns
Qi,,r Qi.,r *€l/r 9i,r 9i,r
because -4  5 ^  >  ^  €  £<• flToo. It follows that Q r is splitted as Qr+i and Q'r+1
by dividing interval [q~ r, g £ r], which contradicts to  q£r =  g £ 3, q~r =  q ^ 3, Vi E
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J / ,  Vr >  r3. Thus, the  claim is true and it follows tha t
l l / r - / I I 2  =  X ) («?r ~  <Iir)2 <  S  ( / r - i  -  Vr >  m ax{r3, r4}.
Therefore, by the same argument as in the maximal-cut schemes, the result follows.
□
R e m a rk  3.2 From the proof of the theorem we can see that both domain splitting 
schemes guarantee ||gar — / r || —► 0  while allow Q r —► Qoo where is not a single 
point in  R*. Clearly, to make a subdomain converge to a single point requires much 
more computational effort than to make ||g“r — /■  || —► 0 . As we can see later, 
l l / r _  / ’’II ~ 0  leads to the existence o f a sequence o f lower bounds (or upper 
bounds) converging to km- Therefore, an algorithm based on the maximal-cut (or 
fair-cut) splitting scheme will reduce much computational effort in computing km 
than other algorithms based on making subdomains converge to a single point in  R*. 
From the proof, we can also see that the convergence will not follow i f  the domain 
splitting is made along the larger but not the largest edges o f each subdomain. It 
was remarked in [27] that a fair-cut avoids the problem o f getting into very narrow 
and long subdomains which can decrease the convergence speed. From the proof, we 
can see that it plays a role much more than affecting the speed of convergence. It 
is a sufficient condition to the existence of a sequence o f lower bounds (or upper 
bounds) converging to km- We would like to point out that the maximal-cut scheme 
has better worst case convergence behavior than that o f the fair-cut scheme.
To see the efficiency of the maximal-cut (or the  fair-cut) splitting scheme, it is 
helpful to  compare the image of the last subdom ain resulted from the the maximal-
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cut (or the fair-cut) splitting scheme and the image of the last subdomain obtained 
by the finely subdivision. The situation is shown in the following Figure 3.2.
The image of the last subdomain 
(based on maximal-cut or fair-cut)
The image o: the last subdomain 
( based on the impractical assumption)
Figure 3.2: The Image of the Last Subdomain
3 .3  P a r a l l e l  F r e q u e n c y  S w e e p i n g  A l g o r it h m
In this section we shall investigate a new frequency sweeping structure.
3 .3 .1  T h e  M a i n  R o o t  o f  I n e f f i c i e n c y
To the best of our knowledge, no effort in the existing literature has been devoted 
to exploit a  sm art frequency sweeping strategy. Existing techniques are basically as 
follows.
Choose and grid a range of frequency. Then calculate exactly km for each grided 
frequency. Finally, compare to find the minimum km and return it as an estim ate
Of kmn'r-
For complicated root region V , the num ber of frequencies to be evaluated for km 
would be substantial in order to obtain a  reasonably good estimate for Even
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if the com putation of km for each frequency is very efficient, the overall complexity 
is still very high, because we need to evaluate km for many frequencies.
Thus for the sake of efficiency, it is natural to conceive a  sm art frequency sweep­
ing strategy. More specifically, we would raise the following question,
Is it possible to obtain the stability margin kmax without tightly bounding km(6j, Q) 
for each frequency 8j ?
The following section is devoted to answering this question.
3 .3 .2  P a r a l l e l  F r e q u e n c y  S w e e p in g  A l g o r it h m
Consider the same set of grided frequencies 6 j ,  j  =  1, • • * ,  nj.nc defined by (3.1) 
and relabel them  as
c . c ■ (*■ -  g |)(i -  1) , (*U - f t ) 0 - l )
Oij . 0{ - f*  - F  ,  2  —  1 ,  ,  7lr> 3  1 ,  * ,  nc.
U r TlrUc
We are now in a position to  present our Parallel Frequency Sweeping Algorithm 
as follows.
A lg o r i th m  2 —  P a ra lle l  F req u en cy  Sw eeping A lg o r ith m
• Step 1: Initialize. Set j  =  1. Set k  =  oo. Set tolerance e >  0. Set maximal 
iteration  number IT .
• Step 2 : Update k  and record the number of iterations r ( j)  for frequency Sij 
by the  following steps.
— Step 2-1: Let Uij =  {Qt} = Q, i =  1, • * *, tv . Set r  =  1 .
— Step 2-2: If r =  I T + 1  or Uij is empty for any i  £  {1, • • •, 7v} then record 
r ( j)  =  r  and go to Step 3, else do the following for all i such that Uij is 
not empty.
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* Choose Q  to be any element of Uij with
Q) =  nun ki(Sij, Qk).
QkEUij
* Partition Q  into Qa and Qb by applying a  maximal-cut.
* Remove Q  from Uij.
* Update
k =  min{fc, k v t f i j ^ a ) ,  K{6ij,Qb)}- (3-2)
* Add any Q G {Qa, Qb} with two or more critical vertices to  Uij.
* Remove from Uij any Q with
0  g conv ‘ 3̂'3^
— Step 2-3: Set r  =  r  +  1  and go to Step 2-2.
•  Step 3: If j  =  nc then STOP, else set j  = j  +  1  and go to Step 2.
In Algorithm 2, fir branches of frequency sweeping are performed in parallel with 
starting frequencies 6 *1 , i  =  1, • • •, tw and step size Each branch of frequency
sweeping is not independent, they exchange information. The information is applied 
to determine the subdomains to be eliminated from further consideration and to 
update k. Finally, k  is returned as the robust stability margin. Algorithm 2 is 
visualized in the following Figure 3.3 for the case of N  =  3, K  =  4.
R e m a rk  3.3 As we can see from  Step 2-2, there are two mechanisms contribute to 
the efficiency o f the Parallel Frequency Sweeping Algorithm. First, any subdomain









/ \ / \






Figure 3.3: A Picture of Parallel Frequency Sweeping Algorithm
Q satisfies
0  i  conv ^p ki(sa ,Q )  <  (3 -4)
will never be partitioned again and thus can be eliminated from  further considera­
tion. Second, any subdomain Q with critical vertices differing in no more than one 
coordinates will never be partitioned again and thus can be eliminated from  further 
consideration.
We would like to note that the proposed Parallel Frequency Sweeping provides 
substantial improvement on efficiency over the algorithms in [26]. This can be ex­
plained by the significant relaxation o f the condition for eliminating a subdomain 
from consideration. B y  (3.2) and (3.4) we can see that k  is the m inim um  record 
of the upper bounds among all subdomains evaluated (no m atter belong to the same 
frequency or not) and is contracted to In  contrast, in algorithms o f [26] the 
minimum record o f upper bounds is obtained fo r  the frequency being considered only.
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Therefore, the condition fo r eliminating a subdomain from consideration is much 
looser than its counterpart of algorithms in [26]. Consequently, such a significant 
relaxation results in a substantial decrease o f the number o f subdomains needed to 
be evaluated.
R e m a rk  3 .4  In  Algorithm 2, at each iteration, only the domain with the smallest 
lower bound is partitioned. This mechanism differs from that o f Algorithm  1  in which 
all domains are partitioned and thus the number of domains increases exponentially. 
We can see that Algorithm 2 effectively controls the explosion o f the number of 
domains and thus is much efficient than the conventional algorithm.
R e m a rk  3.5 I t is important to note that Algorithm 2  involves only one CPU pro­
cessor. It is fundamentally different from the parallel algorithms which involves more 
than one CPU  processors.
In addition to the novel frequency sweeping strategy, another character of Al­
gorithm 2  is th a t there is no tolerance criteria directly forced on the final result, 
however, the final result falls into tolerance automatically.
T h e o re m  3 .4  Suppose that the maximum iteration number I T  =  oo. For arbitrary 
tolerance e >  0, Algorithm 2 stops with a fin ite  number of domain splittings for each 
j ,  i.e., r { j) <  oo, V j. Moreover, the final k  satisfies
0 <  <  e.
kmax
P r o o f . W e first show the final k > kmax. Let ku be the upper bound of domain 
Q Q Q which ever appeared during the execution of Algorithm 2 . Let 6  be the
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associated frequency of Q. Note that 0 G p(8 , kuQ) C p(6 , k^Q) and thus ku > kmax. 
Note th a t the final k  is the minimum record of all such k j s, thus k > kmax-
We next need to show th a t Algorithm 2 stops with a  finite iteration num ber r ( j)  
for each j .  Suppose 3j  such tha t r ( j)  goes to oo. Then 36ij such that r(j)  goes to 
oo. Therefore, we can construct a sequence of nested domains {Qr } such tha t Q i  D  
Q 2 D ■ • - 3  Q r  3  Q r + i  D • • •- Thus by Theorem 3.3 we have that Ve >  0 , 3ro <  0 0  
such th a t ^u(5ijjQr) k [ ( 8 x j i  Q r )  ^   ̂| c k m itnr, Vt* ^  tq. Thus Qro)}
k i ( 6 i j ,  Qro) <  Y+e^mox- Note that k i ^ S ^ j ,  Q ro+ i) k i ( 6 { j , Q ro )  because Q ro+ i  CZ Q r o -  
Also note th a t k  never increases, thus we have k  — k i ( 6 i j , Q r o + i )  <  ^ k m a x - Note 
that k  >  k m a x , we have
6  ~ k
k ^l{^ijiQro+l)  ̂_j_ Jk  ---^ ^  Qro+l)i
which implies th a t 0 £  conv (p (<&v (8 ij), y^Qt-o+i))- Therefore, by Algorithm 2 
Qro+i will not be splitted. This is a contradiction. So, we have shown that Algorithm 
2  stops w ith a  finite number of domain splittings for each j .
Note th a t 38^  such th a t km(8 ij, Q) = kmax- Moreover, 3q* G Q  such th a t 
p(6 ij, k-maxQ*) =  0. Since Algorithm 2 stops with a finite number of domain splittings 
for each j , we have that all subdomains ever generated are finally eliminated from 
consideration. Thus, there must exists Q* which contains q* be eliminated from 
consideration a t a certain level of splitting.
Assume th a t k  =  k  when Q* is eliminated from consideration. Then e ither 
0  p(8 ij, j~ Q * )  or the critical vertices of Q* differ in no more than one coordinates. 
If the first case is true, then by p(6 ij,kmaxQ*) =  0 and q* G Q*, we have th a t 
0 G p(8 ij, kmaxQ*)- Thus by 0 £ p(<%, we have ^  <  kmax- Obviously, the
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final k  < k  and thus
k  ^  r    k  k m a x
~ ; kmax - -r = <  6.
1  +  e A:max
If the  la tte r case is true, then we have
ki{6 ij,Q*) =  K { 6 ij,Q*) =  Awr =  k. 
T he proof is thus completed.
R e m a rk  3.6 From the proof, we can see that the existence o f a sequence of up­
per bounds converging to kmax is due to the convergence o f the distance o f critical 
vertices.
T h e o re m  3.5 Suppose that the maximum iteration number I T  < oo and that Al­
gorithm  2 stops with r ( j)  < IT , V j. Then the final k satisfies
k  — k  0 <  g  _ K m z  <  e
kmax
P r o o f . Since Algorithm 2 stops with r ( j)  < IT , Vj', we can conclude that 
all su b d om ains ever generated are finally eliminated from consideration. Thus the 
result follows from similar argument as for Theorem 3.4. □
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3 .4  A n  I l l u s t r a t i v e  E x a m p l e
Our com putational experience shows that Algorithm 2  provides a significant im­
provement upon conventional algorithms for most control problems. Moreover, the 
improvement depends on the problems and can be arbitrarily good.
Consider a linear system as follows:
x  =  A(q)x  +  B u  





1 0.5 1 0.5
- 1 - 0 .5 ? !  -1 0  - 1
-0 .5
0.5
- 1  1




-10 0.5 0 -2 .5  - 1.5? 2
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with uncertain parameter q 6  Q =  [0,1] x [0,3] C  R 2. We obtained a  polynomial 
for this system as p(s, q) =  d e t(s l — A(q)) which has a  multilinear structure.
The upper bound and lower bound of km on Q  is shown in Figure 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 
and 3.7. We can see tha t for most of the frequencies the upper bound and lower 
bound are far apart and thus the importance of domain splitting is obvious.
To compute kmax, we uniformly grid frequency band [0.01, 15.01] and obtain
1.500 grid frequencies as
Uj =  O.Olj, j  =  1, - - -, 1500.
In Algorithm 2, we choose the relative error e =  0.01 and nr = 30, nc — 50. The
1.500 frequencies are regrouped as
=  0.01 4- 0.2(i — 1) +  0.01(y — 1), i  =  1, • - -, 30; j  =  1, • • •, 50.
We ran the program in Sun Spark 10 workstation. The running time is about 80 
seconds. The to ta l number of domains evaluated is 1,570. We obtained k  =  1.4384 
which is achieved at frequency 0 /2 0 ,1 8  =  9.78. By Theorem 3.4, we can concluded 
that
0 <  k ~ _ K n a x  <  c =  0.01.
— k" 'm a x
To compare the performance of conventional algorithm  with tha t of Algorithm 2, 
it is fair to choose the tolerance er — 0.01 in Algorithm 1. We also ran the program 
in Sun Spark 10 workstation. The running time is about 9 hours. The total number 
of domains evaluated is 64,813. We obtained k  =  1.4380 which is achieved a t 
frequency 0 / 9 7 3 3  =  9.783. Therefore, Algorithm 2 has a speed-up of 400 over the
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conventional algorithm . Moreover, the num ber of domains evaluated in  Algorithm 
2 is only a small fraction (which is «  0.0242) of tha t of the conventional
algorithm. The num ber of domains evaluated in Algorithm 2 and the conventional 
one for each frequency is shown respectively in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9.
We can see th a t Algorithm 2 provides much superior performance th an  the con­
ventional algorithms. The improvement comes from the characteristic eliminating 
mechanisms in Algorithm  2. More formally, we describe the eliminating process in 
Algorithm 2 as follows.
Let U be a record of global upper bound achieved by frequency ui. Let Qij C Q  be 
a domain associated with frequency W hen Qij is eliminated, i.e., Q ij) >
is satisfied, there are only three cases as follows.
•  Case (i): aUj < u . We call the e lim in a t io n  as Backward. Pruning.
•  Case (ii): a>ij >  ui. We call the e lim in a t io n  as Forward Pruning.
•  Case (iii): u>ij =  u . We call the elimination as Present Pruning.
All the above three types of pruning processes play important roles in Algorithm 
2 . However, there is only Present Pruning in the conventional algorithm. Therefore, 
Algorithm 2 has a m uch powerful pruning mechanism and is much more efficient.
In this example, we have 24 records which are shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 
3.11, where the horizontal coordinate represents the record value and the vertical 
coordinate represents the frequency achieving it. Two consequent records are con­
nected b y dashed line. The effectiveness of the three types of pru n in g  processes 
are shown respectively in Figure 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14, where the vertical coordi­
nates represents the num ber of dom ain s e lim in a ted  by the record and the  horizontal 
coordinate represents the record index.








Figure 3.4: km Upper Bound (solid) and Lower Bound (dashed) on Q
Fnqumy
Figure 3.5: km Upper Bound (solid) and Lower Bound (dashed) on Q









135 9.4 145 IS  155 16 155 97 9.75 15 185
Figure 3.6: km Upper Bound (solid) and Lower Bound (dashed) on Q
Figure 3.7: km Upper Bound (solid) and Lower Bound (dashed) on Q
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Frequency




Figure 3.9: Domains Evaluated in the Conventional Algorithm
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of the Global Upper Bound
9759JFnquwqr
Figure 3.11: Evolution of the Global Upper Bound




Figure 3.12: Backward Pruning
10 15
Record Index
Figure 3.13: Forward Pruning




Figure 3.14: Present P ru n in g
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C h a p t e r  4
O r d e r  S t a t i s t i c s  a n d  P r o b a b il is t ic  
R o b u s t  C o n t r o l
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we have developed deterministic algorith m s for ro­
bustness analysis problems. Although we have achieved significant improvements in 
efficiency, the problems of NP hardness and conservativeness are remained unsolved. 
In light of this situation, we study  the robust control problems in a probabilistic 
framework.
In this chapter order statistics theory is applied to probabilistic robust control 
theory to  compute the minimum sample size needed to come up with a reliable esti­
mate of an uncertain quantity under continuity assumption of the related probability 
distribution. Also, the concept o f distribution-free tolerance intervals is applied to 
estim ate the range of an uncertain quantity and extract the information about its 
distribution. To overcome the Limitations imposed by the continuity assum ption 
in the existing order statistics theory, we have derived a cumulative distribution 
function of the order statistics w ithout the continuity assumption and developed an 
inequality showing that this distribution has an upper bound which equals to the 
corresponding distribution when th e  continuity assumption is satisfied. By applying 
this inequality, we investigate th e  m inim um  computational effort needed to come 
up with an reliable estimate for the upper bound (or lower bound) and the range 
of a quantity. We also give conditions, which are much weaker than the absolute 
continuity assumption, for the existence of such m in im u m  sample size. Furthermore, 
the issue of making tradeoff between performance level and risk is addressed and
56
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a  guideline for making this kind of tradeoff is established. This guideline can be 
applied in general without continuity assumption.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4 .1  presents the problem  formu­
lation and motivations. In Section 4 .2 , we derive a  distribution inequality without 
the  continuity assumption. Design tradeoff is discussed in Section 4 .3  using the  dis­
tribution  derived in Section 4 .2 . Section 4 .4  gives the m inim um  sample size under 
various assumptions and Section 4 .5  considers the  tolerance intervals.
4 . 1  P r o b l e m  F o r m u l a t i o n  a n d  M o t i v a t i o n s
Let q be a random vector, bounded in a compact set Q, with a m ultivariate prob­
ability  density function w(q). Let u(q) be a  real scalar measurable function of the 
random  vector q with cumulative probability distribution Fu( j)  :=  P r  {u(q) <  7} 
for a  given 7 E  R . Let ql ,q 2 , - " , q N be the i.i.d. (independent and identically dis­
tributed) samples of q generated according to the same probability density function 
tu(q) where N  is the sample size. Now define random  variable ut-, i  =  1 ,2 , - - •, N  as 
the  i —th  smallest observation of u(q) during N  sample experiments. These random 
variables are called order statistics [1 , 2 0 ] because ui < u 2 <  £ 3  < ............<  u N.
We are interested in computing the following probabilities:
•  P r (P r  {u(q) >  nn} <  e} for any 1  <  n  < N ,  and e G (0 ,1 );
•  P r (P r  (n(g) <  nm} <  e } for any I < m  < N ,  and e E (0 ,1 );
•  P r (P r  { n m  <  u(q) <  U n }  >  1 —  e }  for any 1 <  m  <  n <  N , and e  E  (0,1).
In the subsequent subsections, we shall give some motivations for com puting 
such probabilities.
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4 .1 .1  R o b u s t  A n a l y s is  a n d  O p t i m a l  S y n t h e s is
As noted in [33] and [45], to tackle robust analysis or optimal synthesis problem, it 
is essential to deal w ith the following questions:
•  W hat is m axgu(q) (or m ingu(g))?
•  W hat is the value of q at which u(q) achieves ming u(q) (or m axg u(q))?
A(q)
Figure 4.1: Uncertain System
Consider, for example, an uncertain system shown in Figure 4.1. Denote the 




We can now consider following robustness problems:
•  Robust stability: Let u(q) :=  max, Re A,-(A (q)) where Aj(A) denotes the i-th 
eigenvalue of A. Then the system is robustly stable if m ax,6g u(q) < 0.
•  Robust performance: Suppose A(q) is stable for all q G Q. Define u(q) :=  
H iy.IL . Then the robust performance problem  is to determine if m a x ^ g  u(q) < 
7  is satisfied for some prespecified 7  >  0 .





Figure 4.2: Synthesis Framework
As another example, consider a dynamical system shown in Figure 4.2 and sup­
pose q is a  vector of controller param eters to be designed. Denote the transfer 
function from d to  z  by Tzd and suppose Tzd has the following state space realization
Tzd =
A s(q) B M
C M D M
Let u(q) :=  and Qs = {q €  Q : A s(q) is stable}. Then an optimal
design problem is to  determine a vector of parameters q achieving ming, u(q).
In general, exactly evaluating m ing u(q) (or maxg u(q)) or determining q 
achieving it may be an NP hard problem and thus is intractable in practice. Hence­
forth, we adopt the probabilistic approach proposed in [33] and [45]. T hat is, esti­
mating ming u(q) as
Ui =  m in Ui
for sufficiently large N  and computing P r {P r {u(q) <  Ui} <  e} for a small e E (0 ,1 ) 
to see how reliable the estimation is. Similarly, we estimate maxg u(q) as u #  =  
maxi€{ii2 >...,jv} Ui for sufficiently large N  and  consider Pr{Pr{u(g) >  <  e}-
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4 .1 .2  Q u a n t i t y  R a n g e
In many applications, estimating only the upper bound (or lower bound) for a quan­
tity is not sufficient. It is also im portant to estimate the range of the quantity with a 
certain accuracy and confidence level. For example, in pole placement problem, we 
need to know the range which the  poles fall into. Suppose th a t q is the vector of un­
certain param eters or design param eters of a system and u(q) is an uncertain quan­
tity, for example, u(q) may be the  norm of a closed-loop transfer function or the 
maximum real part of the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system matrix. Intuitively, 
the range of quantity u(q) can be approached by (ni, uyv] as sample size N  goes to 
infinity. Therefore, it is im portant to know P r{ P r {ui <  u(q) < u ^ }  >  1  — e}.
So far, we have only concerned the lower bound and (or) upper bound of uncer­
tain quantity u{q). Actually, it  is desirable to know its distribution function Fu(.). 
This is because Fu(.) contains all the information of the quantity. However, the 
exact com putation of Fu(.) is, in general, intractable [51]. An alternative is to ex­
tract as much as possible the information of the distribution function Fu(.) from the 
observations U{, i =  1,2, • • •, N .  For this purpose, we are interested in computing 
the probabilities asked at the beginning of this section. In  particular, we will see 
in section 4.4 that, computing P r{P r{u(g ) >  un} <  e}  is of great importance to 
make the tradeoff between the  performance gradation and risk when designing a 
controller.
4 .2  D i s t r i b u t i o n  I n e q u a l i t y
Note that P r  {u(q) < Hi} =  Fu(tii), i =  1,2, • • •, N . It is im portant to know the as­
sociated distribution of any k  random  variables F„(ut l ), F„(ut-2), - • •, F„(u,fc), 1  <
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ii < it  <  • • • <  ifc <  N , 1  <  k  < N , i.e.,
• - • ,« * ) :=  P r {FuiiiiJ < t lt Fu(ui2) <  *2 , • - •, Fu(uik) < tk} .
To th a t end, we have the following theorem which follows essentially by com­
bining Probability Integral Transformation Theorem in [29] and Theorem 2.2.3 in 
[2 0 ].
T h e o re m  4.1 Let 0 =  to <  H < ti  <  • * • <  tk <  1- Define
s=k (x  — x
— n  ^  ( i l + 1  _ 1 )!
with xq := 0, x k+i :=  1, io *= 0, ifc+i :=  N  + 1. Suppose the cumulative distribution 
function Fu(7 ) :=  Pr{n(g) <  7 }  is  continuous. Then
F (ti, t2 , ■ ■ ■, tfc) — /  (^ i» *̂ 2 j ■ ■ ■ > -̂ fc) dx\dx 2  * * - dxk
where
D ti.t2 ,--.*fc :=  (fo*  x 2 , • * •, 2 *) : 0  < xi <  x 2  <  • • • <  x fc, x s < t s, s =  1 , 2 , • • -, k} .
R e m a rk  4.1 Theorem 4-1 can play an important role in  robust control as illustrated 
in the following sections. However, its further application is limited by the continuity 
assumption. In many robust control problems, it is reasonable to assume that u(q) is 
measurable, while the continuity of Fu{7 ) is not necessarily guaranteed. For example, 
Fu{pf) is not continuous when uncertain quantity u(q) equals to a constant in an open 
set o f Q. We can come up with many uncertain system s with which the continuity
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assumption fo r  the distribution of quantity u(q) is not guaranteed. To tackle these 
problems without continuity assumption by probabilistic approach and investigate 
the m inim um  computational effort, we shall develop a distribution inequality which 
accommodates the case when the continuity is not guaranteed.
First, we shall established the following lemma.
L e m m a  4.1 Let U be a random variable with uniform distribution over [0,1] and
Un, n  =  1,2, - • -, iV be the order statistics of U, i.e., U\ < Ui <  - - • <  Um - Let
0  =  to < ti < t2 < • * - <  tjt <  1. Define
0*,*....,,, ( t u  k ,  ■ ■ ■,  t k )  ~  (i -  f [ ( N ~ E'=‘
4 = 1  \  J s  /
and
• j ’ l i t )  - is — ji — s 1 , 2 , • • •, k
t i=i
Then
Pr {Uix <  tl, Ui2  <  t 2 , • * • , Uik < (̂ l> 2̂ j * * * » Ik)
( j l  jJ2 t  j
P r o o f .  Let j s be the  number of samples of U which fall into (£s- i ,£ a], s =  
1 , 2 ,3 , • - •, k. Then the number of samples of U which fall into [0 , £s] is 5Z?=i 3 i- It 
is easy to see that the event {t/,-. <  £a|  is equivalent to  event {*. <  E L ,  i t  < N ) . 
Furthermore, the event
{^ti <  tu  Ui2 < t 2 , ' ' • , Uik <  £fc|
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is equivalent to  the  event {is < £?=i ji < N , s =  1,2, * - •, A:}. Therefore,
P r \U ix <  t i ,  Ui2  <  t2, - - -, Uik <  tfc}
E  n f ' v " (‘. -  * . - i t  (i -  u f - ' t i - ' 1'
0'lJ2»--«7fc)€li1 .i2,—.ifc 4 - 1  V /
=  ^  1 J* ( î» 2̂ >' ‘ •
□
T h e o re m  4.2  Le£ 0 =  to <  £i <  £2 <  • * * 5~ tk <  1- Define
F ( t i , t2, • • • ,£* ) :=  P r {Fu(utl) <  £x, Fu(ui2) < t2, • • •, Fu(tiife) <  £*}
and r s :=  sup{z; jFtt(x)<t,} Fu(x), s =  1 , 2 , Suppose u(q) is a measurable
function of q. Then
F {t\ , £2 , * 1 £fc) /_ f i i j i ,— ^ 2 > ■ j^fc) dx\dx 2 • * * dxfc.
J UTl .T2,-,Tk
Furthermore, F(£i, t2, • • •, £*) < Jb tl,42,...,£fc /u .i2 ,~,ik(x i»x2 » • ■ *,£fc) dxidx 2 • - • dxfc and 
the equality holds i f  Fu(7 ) is continuous.
PROOF. Define ao :=  — 0 0  and a ,  :=  sup {x : Fu(x) <  £,}, < * 7  :=  a ,  — e, s =
1 ,2, • - •, A; where e >  0 can be arbitrary small. Let := Fu(a:7 ), s =  1,2,• • • , fc. 
We can show th a t fa < <f>s if art <  a s, I  < I < s < k. In fact , if this is 
not true, we have fa =  <ps- Because e can be arbitrary small, we have 0 7  6  
(a/, a s). Notice th a t a t =  m in{x:  Fu(x) >  £j} , we have ti < <f>3 =  fa. On 
the other hand, by definition we know th a t a f  6  {x : Fu(x) <  £{} and thus fa =  
Fu( a f ) <  £/, which is a  contradiction. Notice that Fu(7 ) is nondecreasing and
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right-continuous, we have ol\ < a 2 <  - - - <  a* and 0  <  <j>\ < <f>2 < ■ ■ ■ < (f>k <  
1  and tha t event (F u(nt.)  <  t s} is equivalent to the event {ft,. <  a s}. Further­
more, event {Fu(utl) <  tu  Fu(iii2) < t2, Fu(uik) <  t fc} is equivalent to event 
{ntl <  cxi, Ui2 <  a 2, • • •, Uik < o fc} which is defined by k  constraints uit < a s, s =
1 ,2, - • -, k. For every I < k, delete constraint if there exists s > I
such that a s =  act. Let the  remained constraints be u* < a's, s =  1,2 
where oll < a 2  < *-* <  a k>- Since all constraints deleted are actually redun­
dant, it follows th a t event {«tl <  atu n , 2 <  a 2, - • •, Uik <  a*} is equivalent to event
of u(q) which fall into o:a), s =  1,2, ■■-,k'. Then the number of observa-
Now let j s be the niunber of observations
tions of u{q) which fall into (—oo, ara) is It is easy to  see that the event
1^/ <  Qfjj is equivalent to the event {Ya <  52i=iJi <  Furthermore, the event
uj < a k, > is equivalent to event
Therefore
F ( tu  t2, - - -, £fc) =  P r {FuCiiiJ <  t u  Fu(ui2) < t 2, • • ■, Fu(uik) < tk} 
P r <  a i ,  u i2  < 0 :2 , • • •, uik < a fc}
P r | n t' <  a^, < a 2, • • •, <  a'kr |
( i iJl J 2 >—
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=  5 3  ^ h d i , —d k' (̂ *1 j  02, ‘ ‘ •
C jiJ 2,—J . / ) 6 l . /  j  . ■'« *1 ’*2 ’ ’*fc»
Now consider event |C/tl <  0 i, Ui2  < 02, •**, £/,fc <  0*}- For every I < k, delete 
constraint <  0 / if there exists s > I such tha t 0 5 =  0/. Notice th a t 0 , =  
Fu(a~) and (f>i < 0 a if on < a s, 1 <  I < s <  k, the remained constraints must 
be < 4>'s, s =  1 , 2 , • - •, k' where <f>s = Fu(as ), s  =  1 , 2 , • • ■, k' and <  0 2  < 
• • • <  <p'k>. Since all constraints deleted are actually redundant, it follows th a t event 
{ ^ • 1  <  0 i, Ui2 < 0 2 ) * "»  Uik < 0 jt} is equivalent to event
{ <  01: < 0 2 , - - •, < (j)k, J .
By Theorem 2.2.3 in [20] and Lemma 4.1
I  /*i,i2 ,— x 2 1 ’ ' ' > Xfc) dx \dx 2 • • • dXfc
1 ,0 2
=  Pr {*7̂  < 01, 17i2 <02, • • •, Uik <  0fc}
=  Pr [fi-. < £/. < 4  ■ • •, (/._ <  }
~  y ■ ̂ (^i> ^ 2 > * ■ ■ 1 •
Therefore, F(*i, t2, - • •, **) =  fh ,i2,~,ik(x i ’ x 2 , * • •, **=) dx!dx2 • • • dxfc. By
the definitions of r 5 and  0 S, we know that D n f l r i ^  is the closure of i.e.,
D-n.Tj.-.Tfc =  B^i,«2 ,- ,0 fc and th a t their Lebesgue measures are equal. It follows th a t
-F(t 1 , t2, • * •, tfc) =  / -̂ 2 , ■ ■ *, 2 <fc) dx\dx 2 • • • dxk-
•/Dn.r2 .
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Notice tha t rs < t s, s  =  1 ,2, - - • , k, we have C  D £li£2j...,£fc and hence
F {t \ , 2̂ ) * ■ " i f̂c) — I ^ 2 ) ' ’ ‘ i 2 Tfc) dX\dXi ' ' ' dXf--
Furthermore, if Fu( t )  is continuous, then rs = t s, s =  1 , 2, • - • , k, hence Dn>T2i.„ Tfc =  
D £li£2i.„£fc and the equality holds. □
4 .3  P e r f o r m a n c e  a n d  C o n f i d e n c e  T r a d e o f f
For the synthesis of a  controller for an uncertain system, we usually have a conflict 
between the performance level and robustness. The following theorem helps to make 
the tradeoff.
T h e o re m  4 .3  Let I < n < N , 1 < m  < N  and e €  (0,1). Suppose u(q) is 
measurable. Then
P r {Pr { „ (,)  >  fi„} <  e} >  1  -  £  ‘ (n _  ^  (4.1)
and the equality holds i f  and only i f  sup^x; f„(x)<i-e} Fu(x ) =  1  — e; Moreover,
r l - e  ]\J]
P r f P r W , )  < * _ } < « } > ! - ( 4'2)
and the equality holds i f  and only i f  in f{x: f „ ( x ) > c }  Fu(x) =  e.
P r o o f . A p p ly  T h eo rem  4 .2  to  th e  case o f  k  =  1, i\ =  n, w e h ave
P r (FuCiin) <  1 -  e}
=  L ln - m N - n y X’' ^ 1 - x)K ' " dX
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r l —e /V I
< I --------- — ------ ^ r n_1( l  -  x ) N~ndx-  Jo ( n - l ) l ( N - n ) l  K }
where D T =  (0 ,r ]  with r  =  supti: F„(x)<i-e} Fu{x). Therefore,
P r  {Pr (u(g) > un} < e] =  P r  {Fu(un) >  1  -  e}
=  1  -  P r  < 1 - e}  >  1 -  £  * (ra_ l)^ r _ n ) ,^ ' l ( l  -  *)N-"dx .
The equality holds if and only if sup{i: Fu(*)<i-e} Fu(x) = 1—e because D T =  (0,1— e\ 
if and only if r  =  sup{l: Fu(x)<1_e} Fu(x) =  1 -  e.
Now let v(q) =  —u(q). Let the cumulative distribution function of v{q) be Fv(.) 
and define order statistics Vi, i  =  1 , 2  • • •, N  as the i-th  smallest observation of v(q)
during N  i.i.d. sample experiments, i.e., Vi < v2 < V3  < ..........<  vh- Obviously,
um = —Vtf+i-m for any 1  <  m  < N . I t is also clear tha t Fv(—x) =  1 —Fu(x~), which 
leads to the equivalence of sup{i; F„(x)<i-e} Fv(x) =  1 —e and inf{1: Fu(x)>e} Fu(x) =  e. 
Therefore, apply (4.1) to the situation of v(q), we have
P r {Pr {u(q) <  «m} <  e}
=  P r {Pr {»(«) >  < e } > l - £ ‘ (m _  ^  -  x ) - 1dx
and the equality holds if and only if inf{i; Fu(x)>e} Fu(x) = e .  □
In Figure 4.3 we computed the lower bound for P r{P r{ tt(q ) >  un} <  e} for 
sample size N  =  8000 with e =  0.0010, e  =  0.0012, and e  =  0.0015 respectively. We 
can see th a t the performance level increases as n  decreases, while confidence level 
decreases.











Figure 4.3: Confidence Level
Theorem  4.3 can be used as a guideline to robust control analysis and synthesis. 
For example, when dealing with robust stability problem, we need to  compute the 
maxim um  of the real part of the closed-loop poles, denoted by u(q), which is a 
function of uncertain parameters q. When we estim ate the upper bound of u(q) 
by sampling, it is possible tha t most of the samples concentrated in an interval 
and very few fall far beyond that interval. If we take un  as the  maximum in the 
design of a  controller, it m ay be conservative. However, if we choose n  such th a t 
un is much smaller than u n , while P r {Pr {u(q) > un} <  e} is close to  1, then the 
controller based on un may have much better performance but w ith only a  little bit 
more increase of risk. For example, let’s say, sample size N  =  8000 and e =  0.0010, 
the distribution of sample is like this, u \, u2, • • -, 6 7 9 0 0  concentrated in an interval, 
and 6 7 9 0 0  is much smaller than  £ 7 9 0 1 , £ 7 9 0 2 ) • - * > 6 3 0 0 0 - It is sure th a t the controller 
designed by taking 6 7 9 0 0  as the upper bound will have much higher performance 
level th an  the controller designed by taking fisooo as the upper bound. To compare
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the risks for these two cases, we have P r{Pr{u(g) >  tigooo} <  0.0010} > 0.99966 
and Pr (P r{u (g ) >  6 7 9 0 0 } <  0.0010} >  0.99951. These data  indicate that there is 
only a little  bit more increase of risk by taking u790Q instead of ugooo as the upper 
bound in designing a controller.
4 . 4  M i n i m u m  S a m p l e  S iz e
In addition to the  situation of making th e  tradeoff between performance degradation 
and risk, Theorem 4.3 can also play an im portant role in the issue of computational 
effort required to  come up with an estim ate of the upper bound (or lower bound) 
of a quantity w ith a  certain accuracy and  confidence. This issue was first addressed 
independently by Tempo, Bai and Dabbene in [45] and Khargonekar and Tikku in 
[33] and their results are su m m arised  in  the following theorem.
T h e o re m  4 .4  For any e , 8  € (0,1), P r  {Pr {u(q) > 6 ^} <  ^} >  1 — 5 i f  N  >  . l- f- .
111 I —e
R e m a rk  4.2 This theorem only answers the question that how much computational 
effort is sufficient. We shall also be concerned about what is the minimum compu­
tational effort. B y  applying Theorem 4-3 to the case o fn  = N , we can also obtain 
Theorem 4-4■ Moreover, we can see that, fo r  a certain accuracy (i.e., a fixed value 
o fe ), the bound becomes minimum i f  and only i f
sup Fu(x ) =  1  — e. (4.3)
{ x :  F u ( x ) < l —£■}
I f  Fu(.) is continuous (i.e., (4-3) is guaranteed for any e 6  ( 0 , 1 )), the bound is of 
course tight.
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Similarly, by applying Theorem 4-3 to the case o f m  =  1 we have that fo r
e, <5 6  (0,1),
P r {Pr (it(tf) >  «i} >  1 — £ } > 1  — 8
In -i f  N  > ln f . Fora fixed e €  (0 ,1), this bound is tight i f  and only if  inf{i; f„(x)>e} Fu(x) 
e.
4 . 5  Q u a n t i t y  R a n g e  a n d  D i s t r i b u t i o n - F r e e  
T o l e r a n c e  I n t e r v a l s
To estim ate the range of an uncertain quantity with a  certain accuracy and confi­
dence level apriori specified, we have the following corollary.
C o ro lla ry  4.1 Suppose Fu(y) is continuous. For any e, 6  €  (0 ,1 ),
Pr {Pr {tii <  u(q) <  ti^r} > 1 — e } > l  — 5
i f  and only i f  p,(N) < 8  where f i (N)  :=  ( 1  — e)N~l [ 1  -+- (N  — l)e] is a monotonically 
decreasing function of N .
R e m a rk  4 .3  The minimum N  guaranteeing this condition can be found by a simple 
bisection search. This bound o f sample size is minimum because our computation of 
probability is exact. This bound is also practically small, fo r example, N  > 1,483 
i f  e =  6  =  0.005, and N  >  9, 230 i f  e = 8  =  0.001. Therefore, to obtain a reliable 
estimate o f the range o f an uncertain quantity, computational complexity is not an 
issue.
In general, it is important to know the probability of a quantity falling between 
two arb itrary  samples. To th a t end, we have
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C o ro lla ry  4.2 Suppose Fu( 7 ) is continuous. Then fo r e  e  (0 ,1 ) and 1  < m  < n  <
N ,
P v{P v{um < u ( q ) < u n} > l - e } =  f l n (  N  ~  1 \  x n- m~l (I -  x f - n+mdx.
J\~—£ \n  77V 1 J
Here (um, «n] is referred as distribution-free tolerance interval in order statistics 
theory (see [2 0 ]).
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C h a p t e r  5
C o n s t r a i n e d  O p t im a l  S y n t h e s i s  a n d  
R o b u s t n e s s  A n a l y s is
In the last chapter, we have considered the robust analysis and synthesis problems 
without constraints. In general, most robust control problems are associated with 
complex constraints. Henceforth, we shall address th is issue in this chapter.
In this chapter, we consider robust control using randomized algorithms. We 
extend the existing order statistics distribution theory to the general case in which 
the distribution of population is not assumed to be continuous and the order sta tis­
tics is associated w ith certain constraints. In particular, we derive an inequality 
on distribution for related order statistics. Moreover, we also propose two different 
approaches in searching reliable solutions to the robust analysis and optim al syn­
thesis problems under constraints. Furthermore, minimum computational effort is 
investigated and bounds for sample size are derived.
The robust control analysis and synthesis problems under constraints are, in 
general, very hard  to  deal with in the deterministic framework. For example, it 
is well-known th a t a  multi-objective control problem involving mixed H2 and 
objectives are very hard  to solve even though there are elegant solutions to  the 
pure H 2 or problems [53]. In addition to its low computational complexity, the 
advantages of randomized algorithms can be found in  the flexibility and adaptiveness 
in dealing with control analysis or synthesis problems w ith complicated constraints 
or in the situation of handling nonlinearities.
72
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In this chapter, we first show tha t most of the robust control problems can 
be formulated as constrained optimal synthesis or robust analysis problems. Since 
the exact robust analysis or synthesis is, in general, impossible, we seek a ‘reliable’ 
solution by using randomized algorithms. Roughly speaking, by ‘reliability’ we mean 
how the solution resulted by randomized algorithms approaches the exact one. In 
this chapter, we measure the degree of ‘reliability’ in terms of accuracy 1  — e and 
confidence level 1  — 5. Actually, terminologies like ‘accuracy’ and ‘confidence level’ 
have been used in [45] and [33] where accuracy 1 — e is referred as an upper bound 
of the absolute volume of a subset of param eter space Q . However, in this chapter, 
we emphasis that the accuracy 1  — e is an upper bound for the ratio of volume 
of the constrained subset Qc :=  { constraint set C holds, q E Q} with respect to 
the volume of parameter space Q . For example, when estim ating the m inim um  
of a quantity u(q) over Qc , the ratio may be volume ■ ?€? c l  where umin
is an estim ate resulted by random ized algorithms for quantity v,(q). We can see 
that the ratio  of volume is a better indicator of the ‘reliability’ than the absolute 
volume of {u(g) >  umin, q E Qc}-
Based on this measure of ‘reliability’, we propose two different approaches aimed 
at seeking a  solution to the robust analysis or optimal synthesis problem with a cer­
tain a priori specified degree of ‘reliability’. One is the d ire c t  ap p ro ach . The key 
issue is to determine the number of samples needed to be generated from the param­
eter space Q  for a given reliability measure. Actually, Khargonekar and Tikku in
[33] have applied similar approach to stability margin problem, though the measure 
of ‘reliability’ is in terms of the absolute volume. In tha t paper, a  sufficient con­
dition is derived on the sample size required to come up w ith a ‘reliable’ estimate 
of the robust stability margin (See Theorem 3.3 in [33]). In  this chapter, we also
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derive the bound of sam ple size and give the sufficient and necessary condition for 
the existence of m in im u m  distribution-free samples size. Our result shows that, the 
bound of sample size necessarily involves p :=  volume of Qc- Thus estim ating p 
becomes essential. Unfortunately, estimating p is time-consuming and the resulted 
sample size is not accurate. To overcome this difficulty, we propose and strongly 
advocate another approach—the indirect approach. The key issue is to determine 
the constrained sample size , which is the number of samples needed th a t fall into 
the constrained subset Qc- We derive bounds of constrained sample size and give 
the sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of minimum distribution-free 
constrained samples size. The bounds do not involve p and can be computed ex­
actly. This result makes it possible to obtain a reliable solution without estim ating 
the volume of the constrained parameter subset Qc-
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the problem formulation 
and motivations. In Section 5.2, we derive the exact distribution of related order 
statistics without the continuity assumption. D istribution free tolerance interval 
and estimation of quantity  range is discussed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 gives the 
minimum sample size under various assumptions.
5 .1  P r e l i m i n a r y  a n d  P r o b l e m  F o r m u l a t io n
Let q =  [<71 • • - qn]T be a  vector of a control system ’s parameters, bounded in a 
compact set Q , i.e., q e  Q . Let C  be a set of constraints tha t q must satisfy. Define 
the constrained subset of Q  by Q c  := { C  holds, q 6  Q} Let u{q) denote a perfor­
mance index function. In m any applications, we are concerned with a  performance 
index function u(q) of the system under the set of constraints C. It is natural to 
ask the following questions:
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•  W hat is minQc  u(q) (or maxQc  u(q))?
•  W hat is the  value of q a t which u{q) achieves minQc  u(q) (or maxQc  u(q))?
Consider, for example, an uncertain system shown in Figure 4.1. Denote the 





We can now consider several robustness problems:
•  Robust stability: Let Qc = Q and u(q) :=  max, Re A,-(A(g)) where A*(A) 
denotes the  z-th eigenvalue of A . Then the system is robustly stable if
max u(q) < 0 .
*€QC
•  Stability margin: Assume that A (q) belongs to the  class of allowable per­
turbations A  which has a certain block structure. For a given real number 
7 , let A 7 denote the subset of perturbations in A  w ith size at most 7 , i.e., 
A 7 :=  {A(g) G A  : a(A(q)) < 7 }. The robustness measure 7 ^  is defined 
as the smallest allowable perturbation that destabilizes the feedback inter­
connection. Let 7 0  be an upper bound for 7 opt- Define parameter space Q 
by Q :=  {q : A (q) G A 70} and constrained subset Qc by Qc : = { ? : ? £  
Q and A(q) is unstable}. Let u(q) := a(A(q)). I t follows tha t the stability 
margin problem is equivalent to computing 7 opt =  minQc  u(q).
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•  Robust performance: Suppose A(q) is stable for all g G Q. Define u(q) :=
11 Tzv I loo - Then the  robust performance problem is to determine if m ax^Q  u(q) < 
7  is satisfied for some prespecified 7  >  0 .
•  Performance range: Let Qc C Q be a given set of parameters such th a t A{q) 
is stable for all q €  Qc- Define again u(q) :=  HT^U^. Then the problem  of 
determining the range of the system’s performance level can be form ulated 
as finding m in,eQc  u(q) and max,eQc  «(?)•
As another example, consider the problem of d esig n in g  a controller K(q) for an 
uncertain system P(s). Suppose tha t q is a  vector of controller param eters to be 
designed and that the controller is connected with P(s ) in a lower LFT setup. Let 
the transfer function of the whole system be denoted as Fi(P(s), K(q)). Suppose 
th a t Fi(P(s), K(q)) has the following state space realization
F,(POO, *(*)) =
AA i) B M
C M D M
Then we can formulate the problem as a  constrained optim al synthesis problem  by 
defining a performance index u(q) :=  ||F z(P (s), AT(9 ) ) | | 0 0  and restricting param eter 
q to Q c :=  { max* Re \ i (A s(q)) < —a, q G Q} where a > 0  is not too sm all for a  
stability margin. Then the ffoo design problem is to determine a vector of param eters 
achieving m in,eQc  u(q).
5 .1 .1  A  M e a s u r e  o f  R e l i a b i l i t y
Since the exact solution to the analysis or synthesis problem is impossible. Measur­
ing how the solution resulted by the randomized algorithm approaches the exact one
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becomes essential. We shall first introduce the concept of volume proposed in [33]. 
Let w(q) denote the  cumulative distribution function of q. For a subset U  C Q, 
the volume of U , denoted by volw{U }, is defined by uol„,{U} :=  f q€u  dw(q). De- 
fine p :=  Then it follows th a t p =  volw {Qc} since volw(Q) =  1. We
assume throughout this chapter that u(q) is a  measurable function of q and that 
volw {Q c} > 0. We also assume throughout this chapter that e, 6 €  (0,1). Let Umin 
and u-max be the estim ates of min,6Qc  u(q) and max,6Qc  u(q) respectively. Note 
tha t Umax and iimin are random variables resulted by randomized algorithms. A re­
liable estimate of umtn should guarantee P r  |  v—~ > 1 — e j  >  1 — 8
for a small e and a  small 6. Similarly, a reliable estimate of umax  should guarantee 
P r |  v- w >  1 — e j  > 1 — 6 for a small e and a  small 6.
5 .1 .2  T w o  D i f f e r e n t  A p p r o a c h e s
• In d ire c t Approach Generate i.i.d. samples q* for q by the same distribution 
function w(q). Continue the sampling process until we obtain N c observations 
of q which belong to Q c- Let L  be the number of i.i.d. experiments when 
this sampling process is terminated. Then L  is a random number with dis­
tribution satisfying P r {L  =  /} =  1 and we can show that E[L\ =
Let the observations which belong to  Qc be denoted as <7*, i = 1 , • - •, N c. 
Define order statistics i =  1 , • • •, N c as the ith  smallest one of the set
of observations {u(g*) : i =  1 ,---,JV C}, i.e., u\ < ••• <  unc. Obviously, 
it is reasonable to  take as an estim ate for m inqc  u(q) and u ^c as an es­
timate for maxQc  u(q) if N c is sufficiently large. Henceforth, we need to 
know Nc which guarantees Pr j voiw {“foj^ l ^ Q c .} > 1  — >  1 — 6 and (or)
Pr | volm ^ >  1  — >  1  — S. We call N c constrained sample size.
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•  D ire c t  A p p ro ach  Let ql , - • *, qN be N  Li.d samples generated by the same 
distribution function w(jq). Define S :=  {g1, * - •, <ZjV} fl Q c- Let M  be the 
num ber of the elements in  S. Then M  is a  random  number. If M  >  1  we denote 
the  elements of S as <7*, i  =  I, - * •, M . Define order statistics Hi, i  =  I, • • •, M  
as the ith  smallest one of the set of observations {u(qlc) : i — 1, • - -, M },  i.e., 
Ui < - - - <  um - In particular, let umin =  Ui and Umax =  We need to 
know N  which guarantees p r  > 1  — e | > i  — 5  and  (or)
p r  | v0 ^ { u ( ,^ u ^ „ ,,6 Qc } >  x x ^ We caU iV global sample sxze.
5 .2  E x a c t  D i s t r i b u t i o n
Define Fu(7 ) :=  t 0  compute the  probabilities involved in Section
5.1, it  is im portant to know the associated distribution of any k  random variables 
Fu(uh ), • • •, Fu(uik), 1 <  ii < • • • < I* <  N c, 1 <  k  <  N c where uit , s =  1, • • •, k 
is order statistics in the context of the indirect approach.
T h e o re m  5.1 Let 0 = tQ < ti < ■ - • <  tk <  1 and Xq =  0, =  1, iQ =  0,
i f c + i  =  N  +  1. Define
'=k (t  — x
~  n  m
and
D P 1 . - , p fe : =  { ( * i ,  • * • 7 Xk)  :  0  <  Xi  <  • • • <  x k, X s < p s , s =  1 ,  • • - ,  k}.
Define
F(tu • • • ,**) := P r {F^UiJ  < * ! , • • • ,  Fu(uik) <  tk}
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and t s :=  sup{i: Ftt(l)<£,} Fu(:r), s =  1, - - •, k . Then
F {tx,
=  I  fix,—,»* (a^i»■ ‘ »a?fc) dx\ • * * dxk
a D n ,. . . ,r t
^  I fix,— ’ ’ i a^fc) dx \  • • • dxf-
and the last equality holds i f  and only i f
3ar* such th a t Pr{u(g) <  x* | q E Q c}  =  ts, s =  1, • - •, k.
P r o o f .  Define ao :=  —oo and ara :=  sup {x  : Fu(x) <  ta} , a~ := a a — e, s =  
1, • • •, k  where e >  0 can be arbitrarily small. Let 0a := Fu(a j) ,  s =  1, • • •, k. We 
can show that <f>i < <t>3 if ai < a a, 1 <  I < s < k. In fact, if this is not true, we 
have 0; =  4>s. Because e can be arbitrarily  small, we have a j  E (o:/, a a). Notice 
that ai =  min {x  : Fu(x) > t i} , we have ti < <f>s =  0j. On the other hand, by 
d efin ition  we know th a t a f  E {x  : Fu(x) <  tf} and thus <pi =  Fu( a f )  < ti, which is 
a contradiction. Notice that Fu(7 ) is nondecreasing and right-continuous, we have 
oci < ■ • - <  ak and 0 <  <j>i < ■ • • <  <f>k <  1 and tha t event {Fu(wtJ  < t s\ L  = 1} is
equivalent to the event (u ., <  a a| L — I}. Furthermore, event
{Fu(u{l) < t u  • - •, Fu(utfc) < t k\ L  = Z}
is equivalent to event
{utl <  a-!, • • •, uik < a k\ L  = 1}
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which is defined by k  constraints Uim < a s, s =  For every I < k, delete
constraint t2X{ <  a t if there exists s > I such tha t a a =  a/. Let the remaining 
constraints be uj  < a i ,  s  =  1 ,— , k' where a i  <  —  <  ock>. Since all constraints 
deleted Eire actusilly redundant, it follows that event
{ttjj < tti) * * ■ j < Q!<:| L  — i}
is equivalent to event
<  a i ,  • - • , i f '  <  a ^  | L  =  Z j  .
Now let j s be the number of observations u(qlc) which fall into [ai_ t , a i) , s =
1, • • •, k '. Then the num ber of observations u(qlc) which fall into (—oo, a i)  is j i ­
lt  is easy to see that the event
{<V, <  <*.\ L =  z}
is equivalent to the event
{< < t i <  < at| .
Furthermore, the event
<  a l5 • • -, u j ' < ak' \ L  =
is equivsJent to event
|*1 <  E i i  <  s =  1, • • •, fc 'j .
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Therefore
Pr (F u(utl) <  t u  , Fu(uik) <  tk\ L  =  /}
P r {uix < cci, - - *, &ik <  afcl L  =  1} =  P r  <  a^, • • -, | L  =  Z j
E  n  P - p ‘iV.(0-F.(<«;_r)]i' [i - f.(q;.')iw"s ’-*
1, -J- /)€!./ J *=1 \  Js /
S  G h  r--jk' (01 > • - •. 0* ') -
Cn»—j fc')e l ' ... /I .
1  f c '
Now consider event {{7^ <  <£i, - • •, Uik < 0 * } - For every I < k, delete constraint 
Uit < 4>i if there exists s > I such that <f>3 =  fa. Notice that fa  =  Fu(a7 ) and fa < <f>s 
if on < a a, 1 < I < s  < k,  the remaining constraints must be < <f>a, s =  1, • • •, k‘ 
where <f>a =  Fu(aa ), s  =  1, • • •, k' and <f>x < - • • <  <j>k,. Since all constraints deleted 
are actually redundant, it follows that event | f / tl < fa, - • -, Z7,fc < <f>k) is equivalent 
to event |z7t' < 4>\, • • •, Uj t ^  j  • By Theorem 2.2.3 in [20] and Lemma 4.1
I  h i  (* i. • • •. x k) dxi • - - dxfc =  P r {*4 < fa,  • • •, *7t-t <  f a )
=  P r f e • • • , £ / , ,  < * * }  =  E
* C/i.-jfc')el./
Therefore,
Pr {Ft(Uii) <  ti, , Fi(Uifc) ^  f̂c| Lr /} /  * * ’ i x k) dX\ ' ' ‘d,Xifc.
It follows that
F(t i ,  - • ■, t*) =  P r{F uC ufJ  <  t lf • • • ,  F u(n ifc) <  t fc}
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=  £  P r < t i ,  Ftt« )  < t k \ L  = l} P r {L = l}
l=Nc
°° f=  £  /  (x i, • • •, r fc) dxi - - • dxk P r {L = 1}
Notice th a t Pr {£ =  0  =  1- We have
F ( t i ,•--,£*) =  [  (^1. • • •»x*) < * * 1  - * ■ <*r* £  P r {£ =  Z}
i=?,rc
=  /_  f i i , —>*fc(*^1 j * ’ ’ » dX], ' ‘ ' <ZXfc.
By the definitions of r s and 0 ,, we know that D n ,..f l  is the closure of
i.e., D Tti...,Tlk =  and th a t their Lebesgue measures are equal. It follows
that
F ( t \ , ' ' '  j tfc) =  J f ii ,—,*fc O î > * ‘ * 1 -Tfc) dxi • • * dxj..
Notice th a t r s <  Za , s =  1, • • •, A:, we have D n i...irfe C  D tli.„ tt and hence
F(Zi, • - -, tk) < f  /u.-.ifc(ari, — , x fc) dxi - - • dxfc,
•/D‘l.*2. -.‘t
where the equality holds if and only if rs =  t s, s =  1, - • •,  k, i.e.,
3x* such that Pr{u(g)
□
R e m a rk  5-1 For the special case o /Q c  =  Q and that Fu(.) is absolutely continu­
ous, F(t i ,  - • •, tk) can be obtained by combining Probability Integral Transformation 
Theorem and Theorem 2.2.3 in  [20]. However, in robust control problem, the con­
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tinuity o f Fu(.) is not necessarily guaranteed. For example, Fu(.) is not continuous 
when uncertain quantity u(q) equals to a constant in an open set o f  Q c- We can 
come up with many uncertain systems in which the continuity assumption fo r  the 
distribution of quantity u(q) is not guaranteed. Since it  is reasonable to assume that 
u(q) is measurable, Theorem 5.1 can be applied in general to tackle these problems 
without continuity assumption by a probabilistic approach. In addition, Theorem 5.1 
can be applied to investigate the minimum computational effort to come up with a 
solution with a certain degree o f ‘reliability’ fo r robust analysis or optimal synthesis 
problems under constraints.
From the proof of Theorem  5.1, we can see th a t F(ti ,  , t k) is not related to 
the knowledge of L , thus we have the following corollary.
C o ro lla ry  5.1 Let N 2 > N i > N c. Then
P r {Fu( i i t ) < t u  - • -, Fu(iiik) < t k | N x < L < N 2} =  F ( t lt - • •, tk).
5 .3  Q u a n t i t y  R a n g e  a n d  D i s t r i b u t i o n - F r e e  
T o l e r a n c e  I n t e r v a l s
In  robust analysis or synthesis, it is desirable to  know function Fu(.) because it is 
actually the distribution function of quantity u(q) for q £  Q c- However, the exact 
com putation of function Fu(.) is in general impossible. We shall extract as much as 
possible the information of Fu(.) from observations u(qlc), i — 1, • - •, N c.
T h e o re m  5.2 Define
V(NC, t, e) _  1)!(^  _  .y  X' l ( l  -  x )N'~ 'dx
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for  1 <  i < Nc. Then
P r | < W j ) > « . ,  } € Q c )  1 - 4  >  1 -  V(JVe, m, s)
with the equality holds i f  and only i f  Bor* such that Fu(x*) = e. Moreover,
* { '* * ' {I‘(: L : -{Q c > g Q c > ^ - ^ 1 - v w - + 1 - m - g)
rm£/i the equality holds i f  and only i f  Bar* suc/i £/iat Pr{zi(^) <  x* j g 6  Q c}  =  1 —
P r o o f .  Let x/(g) =  —u(q). Let the cumulative distribution function of v(q) be 
F„(.) and define order statistics Vi, i =  1, ■ • •, N c as the i-th smallest one of the set of 
observations {?;(<£) I * =  "  • > N c}, i.e., i \  < • • •  < vnc • Obviously, um =  —VNc+i-m
for any 1 < m  < N c. It is also clear tha t Fv(—x)  =  1 — Fu(x~),  which leads to 
sup{x;Fif(x)<1_e} F„(x) =  1 -  e <*=*► inf{i:Fu(x)>e} Fu(x) =  e. Apply Theorem 5.1 to 
the case of k  =  1, ii  =  Nc +  1 — to, we have
Pr { f .(6 « ,+I_ )  < ! - * }  = £ (N c — m)l (m  — 1)!'
S  C ‘ ( A r . - m W m - 1)1« W^ (1  -  =  V W ' m ' £ )
where r  =  sup Fv(x). Therefore,
{ x : F „ ( x ) < l —e }
P f volw {v(q) <  VNc+l- m, g 6 Qc} > 1 1 p  r r , , .  V >  ,
I  volw{Qc}   1 ~  7  =  P r ^  1 -
=  1 -  Pr {Fv(uArc+i-m) < 1 -  e} > 1 — V(NC, m, er).
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The equality holds if and only if  3x* such that F„(x*) =  e because such a x* exists 
if and only if r  =  1 — e. It follows that
pr f volw Mg) > Um, g <= Qc} > l _ 
r \  wl»{Qc} “ e
f  volw (u(g) < % ,+i-m , g € Qc }  ̂ , _} ^
=  P r l -------------- * o U Q c }   /  ( >
with the equality holds if and only if 3x* such tha t Fu(x*) =  e.
The second part follows by applying Theorem 5.1 to the case of k  =  1, z'i =  m .
□
It is im portant to note tha t the  two conditions in Theorem 5.2 are much weaker 
than the continuity assumption which requires that for any p €  (0,1) there exists 
x * such th a t Fu{x*) =  p. The difference is visualized in Figure 5.1. Cases A, B 
and E guarantee 3x* such tha t Fu(x*) =  e. Cases A, D and E guarantee 3x* such 
that Pr{u(<7 ) <  x* [ q G Q c}  =  1 — Both conditions are violated in Case C.(The 
various m agnitude of e and 1 — e is indicated by arrows a t different heights.)
In general, it is important to know the probability of a quantity  falling between 
two arb itrary  samples. To tha t end, we have
C o ro lla ry  5.2 Let 1 < m  < n  < N c. Suppose u(q) ^  constant in any open set o f 
Q c- Then
n  rvolw {um <  u(q) <  i , ,  q G Q c }  ^  , w *r *r . ,
Pr{--------------„oM Q c}--------------> l - e }  =  l-V(ATe, Nc + l - n  + m, e).
Since the condition that u(q) constant in any open set of Q c  is equivalent to 
the absolute continuity assumption of Fu(x) (see the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [33]),
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Figure 5.1: A Picture of Ft
the proof of Corollary 5.2 can be completed by applying Theorem 5.1 to the case 
of k  =  2, i\ =  m, ii  =  n  and Fu(x) is continuous.
5 .4  S a m p l e  S iz e
The im portant issue of the randomized algorithms to robust analysis or optimal 
synthesis is to determine the minimum computational effort required to come up 
w ith a solution with a  certain degree of ‘reliability’. First, we consider this issue for 
the indirect approach.
5 .4 .1  C o n s t r a i n e d  S a m p l e  S iz e
To estimate maxQc  u(q) (or determine param eter q achieving maxQc  u(q)), we have 
C o ro lla ry  5.3 Suppose that 3x* such that Pr{u(^) <  x* | q G Q c}  =  1 — Then
P r f"°'“ f  6  Q c }  >  1 -  e} >  1 -  S
volw{Q c}
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i f  and only i f  N c > r^ ^~-
, a  l - c
It should be noted th a t the results in Khargonekar and Tikku [33j and Tempo, Bai,
and Dabbene [45j correspond to the sufficient part of the above Corollary for the
special case of Q c  =  Q-
To estim ate mmQc  u (q) (or determine param eter q achieving minQc  u(q)), we 
have
Corollary 5.4 Suppose that 3x" such that Fv(x*) =  £. Then
P r{ VOi“  («(») S  « 6  Q c>
vofw{Q c}
i f  and only i f  Nc >
To estim ate the range of an  uncertain quantity with a  certain accuracy and 
confidence level apriori specified, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.5 Suppose that u{q) constant in any open set o f Q c- Then
vot. z &s , ,  q 6_Qc> > ! _  £} > ! _  5
voI„{Qc}
i f  and only i f  •= (1 — =)iVc ^ 1  +  (iVc — l)c] <  5.
Now we investigate the  computational effort for the direct approach.
5 .4 .2  G l o b a l  S a m p l e  S iz e
To estimate minQc u{q) (or determine parameter q achieving minQc u{q)), 
we have
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T h e o re m  5.3 Suppose that 3x* such that Fu(xm) =  e. Then
pr f vol«> Mg) > Umin, q e  Qc} > 1 _  1 >  x _  
\  volw {Qc } “  J “
i f  and only i f  N  > Hi)
H j ± r-peJ
P r o o f .
p r f volw {^(g) >  V-min j 9 £  Qc} > 1 1
\  volw {Qc} “ J
=  |  P r (M  -  ,} P r  { £ Q c t > l - e | M  =  , j
=  E  d  -  P) - P r { ^  ^  6 Q C > > 1 - . 1 M  =  , } .
Notice th a t event
f  V O lw  { u { q ) — V-m ini 9 £  Q c }  ^  ^ ^  i ^    A
\  wZ„,{Qc } ~  ~  J
is equivalent to event
( voi„ > t e Qc} , L jyl
{ vafw{Qc} J
with N c = i in the context of the indirect approach. By Corollary 5.1, we know 
that
P r  f v o l.  {» ( « ) >« . .  g € Q c }  > 1 _ £ | ^ < j v \  
{ volw {Qc} “ J
-  p r {
volw {u(q) > u u  9 € Qc} 
volw {Qc } > 1 -  ej
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Apply Theorem 5.2 to the case of N c = i, m  =  1, we have
6 ^  ^  ^  -  w  — I— y
with th e  equality holds if and  only if 3x* such th a t Fu(xm) =  e. Therefore
f volw {ujjq) > Umin j Q ^  Q c } >  l  _  1 
\  volw {Qc} ”  J
S  E  (T)pi(1"  ',)W"i[1 - (1 -  £)i] =  1 -  (! - £p)
with the  equality holds if and  only if 3a;* such th a t Fu(x*) = e. Finally, notice tha t 
(1 — ep)N < 6  if and only if iV >  This completes the proof. □
It should be noted th a t sufficiency part of the preceding theorem has been ob­
tained in [33] in the context of estimating robust stability margin. By the simi­
lar argum ent as that of Theorem 5.3, we have the  following result for estim ating 
maxQc  u(q) (or determine param eter q achieving maxQc  u(q)).
T h e o re m  5.4 Suppose that 3 x * such that Pr{u(g) <  x* | q €  Q c}  =  1 — e. Then
p ^ rVolw {u(q) < €  Q c}
volw { Q c } ~  “
i f  and only i f  N  > Hi)
To estimate the range of a  quantity for the system under a  certain constraint C ,
we have
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Theorem 5.5 Suppose u(q) ^ constant in any open set of Qc- Then
P v { Volw * ut q\ ~  q e .Q g i  >  l  -  £\  =  1 -  n { N )  > 1  — 8
volw {Qc}
i f  and only i f  p ( N)  :=  (1 — ep)N~l [l -I- (N  — 1 )ep\ < 8.
P r o o f .
( volw {u  m in  ^ (̂9) <  H-maxi ?   ̂Q c } > i _  1 
Prl  volw {Qc } ~ J
=  f  P r{ M  =  0  P r l V0lw ^ m,n <  G >  i  -  g | M  = i \
t?i> I  ^ { Q c }  "  J
=  V  f ^ V c 1 ~  P)^~lpr  ^ min < V * ’ q 6  Q g } > 1 — g [ M  =  i
4 s \ * /  I ^ »{Q c}
Notice that event j  ’,ot»{Um.-<“W ^ y .  ̂ ^ o }  > i _  e | M  =  z'| is equivalent to event
f  volw ft*1 < ttfa) -  g €  Q c }  >  i  -  e i l  <  a t !
\  Vo/™ {Qc} — ~ /
with N c =  i in the  context of the indirect approach.
By Corollary 5.1 and Corollary 5.5, we have
P r J  ?<*-.{«■ <  ” («) g  *■ ? 6  9 c }  >  t  e | L  <  j y l
{ volw {Qc} J
= pr /  volw t"1 < u(q) -  g € Qc} > 1 -  el 
1 nolu, {Qc} ~
=  1 -  (1 -  a y - 1 [1 +  (t -  l ) e ) .
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Therefore,
f VOlw {̂ m̂in ^ u(j) ^ e Q c K . 1
t  vol„ {Qc} ~ J
= E (*) - o)"-* (1 - (1 -  *r‘ [1+(«• -  lki)
= 1 - E (T)pi(1 - ',)W'i(1 - +(< _ 1)£l
- N e p  £  ( ( 1  -  * V > rl( l  -  p)w- ‘- (i- ‘>
=  1 -  7 ——(1 -  e p f  +  —f —(1 -  e p f  -  N pe ( 1  -  ep)"'
1 — e 1 — e
= I -  (I -  ep)1* '1^  + (N  -  l)ep]
=  1 - P { N ) ,
which implies that
f  VOlw {V’min ^  ^ (? )  ^  V-maxi Q €  Q c }
\  vo/u, {Q c}
if and only if /i(iV) <  5.
>  1 - £
V - ^ r u
-l
r |  >  1 — 6
□
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C h a p t e r  6  
C o n c l u d i n g  R e m a r k s
A fundamental concern of control engineer is the robust stability and performance 
for systems in the presence of uncertainties. This dissertation deals with the ro­
bustness analysis and synthesis problems in three different frameworks. First, the 
robustness of uncertain systems are discussed in the structured singular value /r 
framework. Parallel algorithms are developed which greatly facilitates robustness 
analysis. Second, the robust control problems are tackled in the Kharitonov frame­
work. Efficient Algorithms have been developed for computing the robust ^-stability  
margin for arbitrary  root domain V.  This allows for a more sophisticated analysis of 
system robustness. Finally, aimed at breaking through the barrier of NP hardness 
and reducing conservativeness, the robust control problems are considered in the 
probabilistic framework. Minimum computational effort for robust analysis with a 
certain degree of reliability is investigated and related sample sizes are derived. An 
interesting link between classic order statistics theory and robust control is estab­
lished. Moreover, the classic order statistics distribution theory is generalized to 
accommodate discontinuous populations.
It is felt th a t further research can be done in the following directions.
•  Com putation of robust Instability  m argin with uncertainties bounded in a 
polytope: This is a much more general problem which includes the problems 
considered in Chapter 3 as special cases. A bounding techniques may be 
developed so th a t the Mapping Theorem can be applied. Also, the idea of 
Parallel Frequency Sweeping may be employed.
92
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• Development of probabilistic branch and bound techniques: Chemoff bounds 
may be applied in the design of the algorithms. The idea of parallelism can 
also play an important role in improving the efficiency.
• M ultiobjective analysis and synthesis: In general, such problems can not be 
solved in the deterministic framework. However, randomized algorithms may 
be the  key to getting around the difficulties.
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